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THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
vol. vii.
CONDUCTED BY
an association of clergymen.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
"WATCHMAN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT?”
BY THE UEV. THOMAS PAGE, M. A.
Say, Watchman, what of the night?
Do the dews of the morning fall ?
Have the orient skies a border of light,
Like the fringe of a funeral pall ?
' The night is fast waning on high,
And soon shall the darkness flee,
And the morn shall spread o’er the blushing sky, 
And bright shall its glories be.’
But, Watchman, what of the night,
When sorrow and pain are mine,
And the pleasures of life, so sweet and bright,
No longer around me shine?
‘That night of sorrow’, thy soul 
May surely prepare to meet,
But awav shall the clouds of thy heaviness roll, 
And the morning of joy be sweet.’
But, Watchman, what of the night,
When the arrow of death is sped,
Andjhe grave which lio glimmering star can light, 
Shall be my sleeping bed ?
< That night is near,—and the cheerless tomb 
Shall keep thy body in store,
Till the morn of eternity rise on the gloom,
And Night—shall be no more !
THEO B S E 11 V E It.
From the Church Advocate
HISTORY OF THE BOOK OF COMMON 
PRAYER.
In giving an account of the Common Prayer- 
book, it will be more correct to describe it as 
a work compiled from the services of the 
Church of Rome, or rather as a translation of 
such portions of them as were free from all ob 
jection, than as an original composition. The 
use of prayers in a language unintelligible to 
the mass of the congregation is an evil so ob­
vious, that whenever men begin to judge for 
themselves, they must necessarily reject it: and 
the first step which was taken by the Church of 
England, is, 1 believe, now generally adopted 
in that of Rome; 1 mean a translation of those 
portions of the service wuich are most fre­
quently used. 1 he book denominated the 
King's Primer, was, I believe, first published 
by authority early in the spring of 1546. The 
object of its translation was to furnish the un­
learned with such parts of the Church service 
as were most required, as well as to supply 
them with the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and 
the Ten Commandments, in the vulgar tongue. 
This book was republished in the reigns of Ed­
ward and Elizabeth.
It contains the litany, varying but little from 
our present form, excepting that there are cer­
tain petitions requesting “the prayers of an­
gels, saints, and martyrs;" and “to be delivered 
from the tyranny of” the Church of Rome.— 
The former of which was omitted in the Pray-
er book of Edward the Sixth, and both in that , , ,.
of Elizabeth. In the dirge, or service for the jsecond of Edward VI. was adopted, and a few 
dead, all the Primers contain prayers for de- alterations were made in it.
parted souls, which is the more extraordinary > 1604. During the reign of James I., in con-
with regard to that published during the reign sequence of some discussion at the conference 
of Elizabeth since tills point had been altered at Hampton Court, another review of the Com- 
in the second Common Prayer of Edward VI., nmn Prayer was instituted, and a few changes 
1552, and was never again introduced into the
service of our Church.
March 8, 1548. The second step in framing
anew Service Book, referred to that particular 
in which the church of Rome had introduced 
the greatest corruptions. When it was ordain-
ed by act that the use of the sacrament of the considerable alterations in the Common Prayer, 
the Lord’s supper in both kinds should be re- I lor which he had no sufficient authority ; and 
stored to the people, a'short formulary wasj doubtless there are many words changed io the 
drawn up for this purpose, to be used at the I edition of 1638, as compared with that ot 1622. 
end of the Latin mass; in which the priest havz ! If this had m,t been brought forward among the 
ing himself partaken during the previous cere- ' thousand charges equally frivolous as props of 
mony, was directed subsequently to administer I treason, we might be induced to reprobate such 
to the rest of the congregation both the brtal I unwarranted proceedings as they deserved: hut 
and wine. The service is, from this circum- I there is little evidence that Laud was the author/ 
stance, much shorter than that which formed of the alterations, and he expressly denies it 
part of the Common Prayer in 1549, but most In his own version of his defence.
of the prayers and exhortations are the same 
both these contain one direction with regard to 
confession, which marks the temper in which 
they were drawn up. The people when exhort 
cd, as at present, to come, to some minister of 
God’s word, and open their grief to him, in case 
they find their consciences troubled, are urged, 
to use mutual charity towards those whose opin­
ion differs from their own as to private confes­
sion; that neither they who open their sins to 
the priest should be offended at others who are 
satisfied with their own humble confession to 
God, nor these latter exhibit less forbearance 
toward such as seek for further satisfaction from 
auricular confession.
May 4, 1549. But when the principles of 
general reformation were more fully acted up 
on, the whole service was put forth in English, 
and ail men were thus enabled to join in the 
very words used by the Minister of the 
Church.
The execution, however of this work was far 
from being as complete as its first appearance 
might induce us to suppose. The Original 
Common Prayer Book is, in all outward appear­
ance, nearly the same as that which we now 
use, though its pages retain many of the- par­
ticulars in which we differ from the Church of 
Rome. In the funeral service there are pray­
ers for the dead. The custom of anointing with 
oil is retained in the office of baptism, and in 
that for the visitation of the sick, in case the 
patient requested it. The outward sign of the 
cross was still retained in several of the services 
where it is now omitted; so that on the whole, 
this hook forms a connecting link between the 
Missal and the Prayer book
It is impossible not to remark ’the prudence ' lency of which is acknowledged by all parties,
with which this book is drawn qp. Almost the 
whole of it was taken from different Roman 
Catholic services particularly those after the 
use of Salisbury, which ^were then generally 
adopted in the South of England; and the prin­
ciple on which Uie compilers proceeded in the 
work, was to alter as little as possible what had 
been familiar to the people. Thus the litany is 
nearly the same as that in the Salisbury Hours, 
excepting that one hundred and sixteen ad­
dresses to the apostles, the virgin, and different 
saints, are left out; it only differs from that pub­
lished by Henry VIII. in the Primer, by three 
addresses of the same nature, which are there 
retained; and varies from our own in one peti­
tion only. “The collects, epistles and gospels 
are almost entirely the same, and several cere­
monies were retained which have been since 
discarded.
November 1549. In the latter part of this 
year, a meeting nt divines (probably the same 
as had been engaged in compiling the Common 
Prayer) took place for the purpose of framing 
an ordination service, which was published in 
March oT the next year: and, after some tri­
fling alterations, adopted into the Prayer-book, 
upon the review of it which took place in 1552. 
It corresponds very nearly with that now in 
use, excepting that some of the portions of 
Scripture which are read, are different, and the 
oath of supremacy has been changed. Its 
several parts are taken from that in use in the 
Church of Rome, with the omission of cer 
tain ceremonious observances, and the insertion 
of most of the questions proposed to the candi­
dates.
1552. When a few years had enabled the 
Christian community to examine the new Com­
mon Prayer-book, and some persons were hard­
ly satisfied with many of the ceremonies which 
were still retained in the offices, it was deter­
mined to make a general review of the whole 
under the direction of Cranmer, with the assis­
tance of other divines, the same probably as had 
originally compiled it. While this was in 
progress, two learned foreigners, who were 
then in England, were consulted on the sub­
ject, and their opinion seems to have coin­
cided with, or to have influenced the decision 
of the English bishojs; for most of the points 
objected to by Bucer were subsequently 
amended, and the sentiments of Peter Maityr 
appear to have been very similar to those of Bu­
cer.
This Prayer-book, in fact, differs very little 
from the one now in use, excepting that at the 
end of the morning and evening service the 
prayers for the king and royal family were wan­
ting, and that the other prayers were then plac­
ed at the end, and probably not read unless 
that was used. The occasional prayers, too* 
as well as the thanksgivings, were wanting; 
those for rain and fair weather occurred at the 
end of the communion service.
1560. On the re-establishment of Protes­
tantism by Queen Elizabeth, oneof her first cares 
was to review the Common Prayer-book. The 
question which was agitated between those 
whom she nominated to the task, was, whether 
the first or seco’nd hook of Edward VI. should 
he adopted. Her own inclination would proba­
bly have guided her to prefer the former, since 
it retained many ceremonies of which she was 
particularly fond; but upon examination, the
introduced with much judgment; but it must 
not be forgotten that they possessed no legal 
authority, inasmuch as they were only sanction­
ed by the royal proclamation under which they 
were published.
Laud is generally accused of having mad$
1661. Upon the fruitless termination of the 
Sevoy Conference, it was determined that the 
alteration of the Common Prayer should be 
submitted to the Convocation which was then 
sitting, and the king’s letter, giving them au­
thority to proceed to this work, was read in the 
upper House ot Convocation on November 21. 
This Convocation had been previously employ­
ed in framing new services for the 29th of Mav, 
and the 30th of January, and had prepared a 
form of baptism for those of riper years, the 
necessity of which had been created by the 
neglect into which that sacrament had frequent­
ly fallen during the usurpation;but when the in­
utility of the Conference had become apparent, 
se-eral of the bishops had probably so prepar­
ed things, during the vacation, that the work 
went rapidly on when it was brought up in the 
autumn. Within two days after the king’s let­
ter was read, a portion of the revised Prayer- 
book was transmitted to the lower house, and 
the whole put into their hands on November 27. 
The several offices were subsequently examined 
and a form of prayer to he used at sea introduc­
ed; hut the whole was finished and subscribed 
on December 20.
There were, it appears some small alterations 
made in the Prayer book in Parliament, (1662) 
while the act of uniformity was passing, which 
were referred by both Houses, March 5, to a 
Committee of three bishops. August 24.— 
And when this act came in force, the Com­
mon Prayer-book, as it now stands, became 
part of the law of the land, and has been uni­
formly used in the Church of England ever 
since.
In speaking of a work of this sort the excel
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it must be superfluous to enter info any com­
mendation, however well deserved. If there 
he persons who may doubt of the propriety of 
the expression with which it was originally ush­
ered into the world, as being “set forth by the 
aid of the Holy Ghost;” yet all members of our 
Church may thank God,that among the many 
other national blessings bestowed upon us, we 
possess a liturgy, probably the most pure and 
apostolic which exists. The only question 
which admits of any doubt is, whether some 
reasonable objection to it may not still be ob­
viated? Whether some verbal alterations may 
not be made with advantage, and a further 
amalgamation take place in the three services 
which are now generally used together in the 
morning, by-whichan unnecessary repetition of 
the same or similar petitions might be avoided ? 
From Short's Histpry of the Church of England 
vol. ii.,p. 305.
A SIGN.
Mr.'lMffdr,— Some of your readers may be 
unaware-t,bat “Bcngo Collyer’ is one of the 
leading mihisters among the English Congrega- 
tionalists, enjoying a high and deserved reputa­
tion, of longstanding, and possessing great in­
fluence in their cfiu/tsals. There needs no oth­
er remark to enable tb.^u 1° appreciate the ev­
idence furnished by-t bLjErto’llawi advertisement 
which I find stitched up wiui my last number of 
the Eclectic Review. .
Yours, &c. * ' Indagator.
In the press, and will bepitblished on January lsl
1837, in 8oo., with very commanding type and 
superior paper,
Services suited to the solemnization of ma 
trimony, the administration of baptism, the cel­
ebration of the Lord’s Supper, the visitation of 
the sick, and the burial of the dead, extracted, 
arranged, abridged, and altered from the offices 
of the Church of England; with eighty-four ori­
ginal hymns adapted to these several occasions. 
By William Bengo Collyer, D. D., LL. D. &c. 
&c. London; Samuel Bagster, 15 Paternoster 
Row:— Churchman.
DOMESTIC MISSIONS.
The following from the Home Missionary is a
singular and novel argument for domestic mis­
sions. It is. howeveY a • solid argument, and 
ought to have the effect of enlisting in behalf 
of our Western and South western Missions^ 
especially, and in behalf also o£ our diocesan 
missions, the same enthusiasm—we use the word 
in its best sense—which is felt in behalf of mis­
sions to China and Persia—Churchman.
HOME MISSIONS.
In answer to the question — why should we 
prosecute home missions with, so much energy 
and at such a large expense, when the demands 
of the foreign missionary cause are so urgent? 
—the last number of the Home Missionary 
Magazine assigns the two following reasons:—
I. The great importance of the American 
people, considered without reference to any 
other people. The empire of China, according 
to GutzlafF, contains 367 millions of people.— 
The population of the United States, according 
to Mr. Darby, by a ratio of annual increase 
much less than has marked its progress for the 
last forty years, will be, in one hundred years 
from this time, 333 millionsj/which is only 34 
millions less than the present population of Chi­
na. If it is doubted whether the-territory of 
the United StafeW can sustain such a population 
let the reader glance at the following tacts in 
the history of China.
‘Chih-ie, the province whefce the courtises 
tabllsJicd, is extremely sandy, and bv no means 
fertile. Its area comprises about 59,700 square 
miles, and it contains, according to the latest 
census, 27,990,891 inhabitants !” The area of 
the State of Illinois is 57,900 square miles, and, 
with its superior fertility, who will doubt that it 
may sustain as many inhabitants as Chill le, in 
China.
Keang-soo and Ganahwuy, comprising 81, 
500 square miles, with 72,011,560 inhabitants, 
are exceedingly fertile, and perhaps most popu­
lous districts of China. Why may not Missou 
ri, with an area of 65,500 square miles, support 
an equal population,in proportion to its territory 
And why may not the Mississippi valley, em­
bracing an area of 1,353,145 square miles, 
support as many inhabitants as China Proper, 
with an area of 1,298 000 square miles?
But if the population of this country shall 
increase as rapidly as we supposed, and be sus­
tained on our soil, and religious influence shall 
not keep pace with its advancement, then, in 
one hundred years the conversion of this nation 
mav be as great a work as is now the conver­
sion of China. To prevent such a result., how 
tremenduous is the responsibility of the present 
generation? No mind can estimate the impor­
tance of furnishing an adequate supply of the 
means of religious instruction to these States 
without delay that they may begin with the be­
ginning, and grow with the growth of the na­
tion. Every pastor and every Christian should 
awake to the claims of so great a cause. Shall 
these unborn myriads love God, and cultivate 
the amiable and holy virtues, or shad they be a 
vast unhumbled people, abandoned of Heaven, 
to blasphemj and licentiousness? Shall the 
sun shine upon the numberless cities that in the 
next century will cluster along our lakes and 
upon our water courses, and his light be re 
fleeted from temples of the living God; or shall 
he shed his reluctant rays upon aland wasted 
and blighted by infidelity and crime, and upon 
a people whose abominations have cried to hea­
ven till they have been given over to dig with 
their own hands the grave of their liberties?— 
In a word, shall the future millions of America 
be saved or lost.
From the Christian Witness. 
PROPRIETIES IN PUBLIC WORSHIP. 
Public worship is participated in by very pro­
miscuous bodies. A great diversity of tastes, 
as well as of religious feeling, exists in every 
congregation of nominal Christians: it cannot, 
be therefore,that every one, however fastidious,
will be perfectly secure of witnessing nothing
in the demeanor of others offensive to his sense 
of Christian propriety. Yet there are some 
misdemeanors so manifestly indicative of either 
blunted perceptions, or unpardonable negli­
gence, that they ought to be rebuked, if not in 
the Elisabethan style, by calling the offender 
into the broad aisle, and reproving him before 
the Church yet in some more private and equal­
ly efficacious manner. They who sit in the 
pews occasionally observe their occurrence, 
but he who stands in the desk is always annoyed 
by them.
It is proper, that they who purpose to attend 
church should arrive before the commencement 
ofthe service. They may thus save themselves 
from many an impertinent stare, and others a 
needless interruption.
It is proper, that, on entering his pew, every 
worshipper should secretly implore the divine 
blessing upon the services in which the congre­
gation are about to engage. This will serve to 
remind all of the purpose for which they have 
come together, and contribute to solemnizetheir 
minds, and to divest them ol foolish and world­
ly thoughts.
It is proper, that all should participate in 
the several parts of divine service. Public wor­
ship is a social exercise, they do not seem to 
apprehend its nature, who attend church, yet 
find nothing to do after they are there. Is it 
not rude that the indifferent should go to gaze 
at the devotions of the serious?
It is proper, that in prayer people should 
knee*. This is but a reasonable act of rever­
ence, when men address the King of kings.— 
Kneeling is a posture peculiarly favorable to 
that humbleness of heart, and concentration of 
thought without which the spirit of devotion 
cannot exist. They who do kneel, however, 
do not find their frame of prayer very much 
improved by the consciousness that half the 
congregation are employed chiefly in looking at 
them.
Standing is the posture proper in praise.— 
Praise is the natural expression of joy. What 
would fiave been thought of the citizens of a 
town, who assembled to welcome General Wash­
ington, had they received their distinguished 
guest, retaining their seats, and uttering their 
loud shouts of joy, while in that position.— 
Whether such a reception would have been more 
singular than rude, it is difficult to sly. Just so 
strange, and so rude is it, for men to sit in the 
presence of the Lord of the whole earth, and 
pour forth expressions of ardent and admiring 
pi ai-e.
Yet it is manifestly improper, that they should 
turn their backs upon the messenger of h’s 
word, upon the place where prayer is wont to 
be said, and where the emblems of the Lord’s 
broken body and shed blood are' administered 
to the hungry and thirsty sou^ and to gaze, 
with confounding directness, into the faces of 
them whose duty it is to take the lead in this 
part of public worship. Every considerate 
churchman knows, that during singing, his face 
should be turned towards the chancel.
It is proper that when the clergyman rises to 
pronounce his text, the congregation should he 
peculiarly silent and attentive. Some Christian 
veterans stand while the theme of discourse is 
proclaimed. We presume that in years that 
are past this was a universal practice. With 
this, however, it is no deprivation to dispense, 
can we but secure attention while the subject of 
remark is rehearsed. On the other hand it is 
improper to record the text in a note book.— 
This renders the clergyman apprehensive, eith­
er that he has committed some error, or that 
there exists a secret purpose to have at hand 
the means of conviction, should he ever repeat 
the same discourse: either of which impressions 
is enough to annoy and disposses a man of com 
mon sensitiveness. Besides, while one is busy, 
recording what ought to be remembered with­
out a “technica memoria” Ileus losing some of 
the introductory sentences orthe sermon which 
are sometimes tundamernal to the whole.
It is proper to lend the preacher, at least, an 
apparently attentive eaijj^llirough his whole dis­
course. Nothing contributes more to render 
a sermon dull and uninteresting than a careless 
and drowsy auditory. To see a lolling, loung­
ing congregation, completely destroys a speak­
ers perception of the point of his own ideas; it 
paralyzes all action, and if it do not render him 
a dull preacher, and his discourse a “dead let­
ter,” they whose business it is to hear, need not 
apprehend that they have been deficient in the 
u«e of adequate means to such a result. It is a 
gross piece uf rudeness for a man to look at his 
watch daring the delivery of the sermon, in the 
sight of the preacher; no person of refinement 
or native delicacy of feeling would be guilty of 
such a breach of Christian courtesy.
It is proper, when receiving the holy commu­
nion, to appear with the hand uncovered.— 
This needs but to be mentioned to be felt; yet 
how many pious and reflecting people have, 
year after year, presented themselves at the al­
tar in repeated violation of this plain propriety. 
It is esteemed scarcely cordial or respectful to 
greet an earthly acquaintance without removing 
the glove, and is always considered of sufficient 
importance to demand an apology. Surely then 
when the Saviour comes and sits at meat with 
us, we cannot offer him an indignity, from which 
we carefully abstain in our intercourse with our 
fellow earthworms.
It is proper that the congregation should 
kneel while the Benediction is pronounced. To 
bless the people in the Lord’s name is one of the 
special offices of the pi iestbond. Houses of 
public worship are consecrated tor this purpose 
among .others, as any churchman remembers 
who is familiar with the consecration service. 
Some people appear to regard the Benediction 
as only a graceful mode of concluding t le ex­
ercise of public worship. Now if there be any 
reality in the priest’s official license to per­
form this part of the service it is surely proper 
that the people should receive his blessing 
in a reverent posture. Such a posture is kneel­
ing.
NO. 16.
______ __________________
It is proper, that as the solemnities of public 
worship should be preceded by a silent ejacu­
lation, in which each worshipper may implore 
the divine blessing, so they should be conclud­
ed. This requires that the congregation should 
remain in silence for a few moments after the 
Benediction is pronounced. They who do not 
care to perform this “reasonable service,”
' might, ^t {east, in the exercise of common 
courtes^, refrain from disturbing their more de­
vout neighbors. Nothing is more offensive to a 
just sense of propriety, nothing more discour­
aging to a*clergvman, than the immediate rush- 
iij£ of a congregation from the church, when
the last word of the blessing is scarcely utter­
ed. It argues an ill-mannered and ill-managed 
school, when boys are seen thus issuing from 
the door of a school-room.
These are hints which a pastor cannot very 
conveniently communicate to his people, not 
because he is indifferent to the subject of them 
nor because he is not frequently pained by their 
violation. “Let all things be done decently, 
and in order," some people think too trivia! a 
text to preach upon, and some, that the appli­
cation is two personal. If our readers will give 
these “proprieties” a careful perusal, lay them 
up in their memories, and practice accordingly, 
they will contribute much to the edification and 
decorous performance of public worship; they 
will save their clergyman the trouble of writing 
a sermon on the subject, and themselves the 
annoyance of feeling, that they are “preached 
at. I hey may rest assured that we “mean no­
body in particular,” but all who in every place 
transgress the limit of Christian “proprieties in 
public worship.”
From the Southern Churchman.
And the Lord hardened the heart cj Pharaoh__ Ex. ix. 13.
The history of Pharaoh, king of Egypt, in­
cluding his treatment of the children of Israel, 
until their departure out of his dominions,forms 
a conspicuous erain the Jewish annals, exposes 
to view the intentions and designs of the Al­
mighty in regard to his chosen people, and af- 
foids a wonderful instance of his power in 
protecting the good and in punishing the bad.
God had promised the land of Canaan for an 
inheritance to the descendents of Abraham, 
and beseems to have suffered them to fall un­
der the power of the Egyptians, in order that 
he might manifest his power and glory, in 
raising them from their state of degradation 
and bondage to a place among the nations of the 
earth.
r I lie whole world, was at that time, given up 
to^idolatry, and the grossest ignorance of God 
and his laws, universally prevailed, The chil­
dren of Israel alone had preserved the worship 
of the true God, and, although a small and fee­
ble race, compared with the nations which sur­
rounded them, yet they were the chosen in­
struments of God, for preserving and transmit­
ting the knowledge of him from generation to 
generation and at length introducing into the 
world the benefits and blessings of gospel light.
1 his could not be effected in the ordinary course 
of divine providence. The attachment of the 
people to their heathen superstitions, and their 
inveterate hostility to any thing that infringed 
upon the customs of the times, could not be 
overcome, but by the power of God, miracu­
lously displayed, convincing them that the Lord 
he is God, and encouraging ihe Israelites to 
persevere in the worship of their fathers. For 
this purpose the king of Egypt was permitted to 
act according to the evil suggestions of an evil 
heart, until the consequences became wofully 
apparent, anti afforded a l°sson to the world 
which ought never to he forgotten.
Pharaoh and his subjects concurred in refus­
ing to permit the children of Israel to depart 
out of Egypt, and set themselves to oppose, 
with their utmost powers, the mandates of the 
great Jehovah. Nor did they desist until they 
had suffered beyond all example, and were at 
length compelled to yield, by a blow which 
struck them to the earth, and almost deprived 
the nation of its existence.
Ihe miracles and wonders which were done 
among them, in consequence of their own will­
ful blindness and hardness of heart, were known 
and deeply felt by them for many succeeding 
ages. Their high handed and shameful idolatry 
received its merited chastisement, and they were 
humbled by the conviction that the God of the 
Hebrews was superior in power to all the Gods 
of Egypt.
The transactions which took place in Egypt, 
and during the departure of the Israelites, laid 
the foundation of their future greatness. The 
same omnipotent hand, which had so signally 
rescued them from their state of bondage, con­
tinued to protect and uphold them, until they 
had expelled their enemies from the land of 
promise, and assumed a conspicuous station 
among the nations, the influence which they 
thus acquired, and so long afterwards maintain­
ed over the people of thesurrounding countries 
enabled them to preserve their laws and insti­
tutions pure and inviolate,to become the effec­
tual depositories of God’s holy word, to stem the 
torrent of heathen superstition, and transmit the 
knowledge and worship of the true God from 
generation to generation.
But while laying the foundation of this great 
superstructure—while the grand designs of 
Omnipotence were thus in a course of develop­
ment, it is said that God hardened ihe heart of 
Pharaoh, that he should not let the people go.—• 
This expression occurs no less than seventeen 
times in the course of the narration, and has 
been variously represented and understood bv 
writers on religious subjects. Some have main­
tained that the conduct of Pharaoh was the ne­
cessary consequence of an eternal and irresista- 
ble decree of the Almighty. That agreeably 
to this decree God raised up that particular in­
dividual, in order that he might exhibit to the 
world the glory of his vindictive justice, in the 
destruction of its victim. That therefore Pha­
raoh was but a passive instrument in the hands 
of God, and could not possibly have acted oth­
erwise than he did. Infidels, taking advantage
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Iroin this, have endeavoured to bring discredit 
upon the whole history, by representing it as 
contrary to the plainest dictates of common jus­
tice and common understanding.
Others contend that the conduct of Phara­
oh was the natural effect of his natural hardness 
of heart, and evil disposition; and that. God did 
no otherwise harden his heart than by withhold 
ing from him the influences of his grace, and 
suffering him to remain in his natural hardness 
of heart and impenitence. This exposition, 
we think, is fully supported by all the cir­
cumstances of the case, by every principle of 
reason, and by the very expressions of holy 
writ.
That God did not, by any positive and special 
act, harden the heart of Pharaoh, may be in 
ferred from the circumstances of the case— 
The whole history goes to prove, that the king 
of Egypt was, from the first, a cruel, obduiate 
and wicked tyrant. His treatment of the Isra­
elites, the horrid cruelty with which he destroy­
ed their children, and the severity with which 
he imposed upon them their daily tasks, were 
measures which could proceed only from a heart 
that might vie in hardness with tile rock of ada­
mant. And although it is afterwards said that 
God hardened his heart, yet we perceive no 
change in his conduct, but the very proceeding 
which would naturally spring from a heart un­
changed, and still under the influence of its 
former vices. He had long since determined to 
keep the Israelites in subjection, and to reap 
the benefit of their services,*and this determi­
nation he obstinately adhered to, until he had 
well nigh ruined his kingdom.
It was not, therefore by imparting any addi­
tional hardness to his heart, but by suffering him 
to remain under the influence of his former 
hardness that God was said to harden the heart 
of Pharaoh.
Again, if we admit the idea, that God did 
actually harden the heart of Pharaoh, in order 
to accomplish the designs of his providence we 
are carried directly to the conclusion, that, in 
this instance at least God proved himself to be 
the author of evil. A conclusion diametrically 
opposed to the language of the scriptures, and 
therefore as false as the premises from which it 
is drawn. According to this conclusion, the 
blackest crimes of the Egyptian king, and all 
the evils which hefel the Egyptian nation must 
be attributed to the immediate and sole agency 
of the God of heaven; and we cannot suppose 
that any Christian, who reveres and loves his 
Bible, will suffer its general, unequivocal lan­
guage and most glorious tenets to be thus 
shaken by the doubtful exposition of a single 
passage.
That God did not, by any positive and special 
act, harden the heart of Pharaoh, may he in 
ferred from the very expression placed at the 
head of this article. On examining the origin­
al, we shall find that the word which is render­
ed to harden properly signifies, to strengthen, 
confirm, make bold or courageous. Thus it is us­
ed by God, in his exhortation to Joshua. “Be 
strong and of good courage.” “Only be thou 
strong and very courageous, that thou mayest ' 
observe to do according to all the law which 
Moses my servant commanded thee." Also in 
Joshua’s dying exhortation to the people. “Be 
ye therefore, very courageous to keep and do all 
that is wri ten in the book of the law of Moses. 
And as the word is used in reference to Phara­
oh, in a reflex form, arising from the peculiar 
structure of the Hebrew verb, signifying to act 
upon one’s self, we are fully authorized to con­
sider the Almighty assaying, “I will permit him 
to rtrenghthen, confirm or encourage his heart 
in the prosecution of those designs which he 
has against the children of Israel.” This expli­
cation magnifies the justice of God, and shows 
that the conduct of Pharaoh arose from his own 
natural blindness, obstinacy and wickedness of 
heart; God suffering him thus to punish him­
self for his former evil deeds, by withholding 
from him the influences of his grace.
God is frequently represented in scripture, as 
doing what he oo\y permits to be done; and the 
game language which, in other cases, no one 
could mistake or misapply, may with the same 
propriety, he so understood in the present case. 
It was well said by one of the Fathers, (St. Au­
gustine) that “God dues not harden men by in­
fusing malice into them, hut by not imparting 
mercy to them.” And again,.“God does not 
work this hardness of heart in man, but he may 
be said to harden him whom he refuses to soft­
en, to blind him whom he refuses to enlighten, 
nnd to repel him whom he refuses to call.” It 
is but just and right that he should withhold 
those graces, which he had repeatedly offered, 
and which the sinner had despised and rejected 
and thus it. was, that, in perfect accordance with 
the strictest principles of justice, God withheld 
from Pharaoh the grace which he had so long 
despised, and suffered him to walk in the stub­
bornness of his own heart, so that he rushed on 
to his own destruction.
We have thus endeavoured to explain in few I 
words,a passage which is generally considered as ' 
of difficult,interpretation being persuaded that if 
viewedin the light inwhich it is here represented, 
the difficulty vanishes,and the whole tiaiisac’ion 
exhibits a perfect consistency with the known 
attributes of Deity.
It would seem impossible for any one, who is 
not strongly prejudiced in favor of a particular 
set of opinions, and who is sincerely desirous to 
follow after truth, to put upon this passage any 
other construction than that which is here giv­
en. If we attempt to explain it on any other 
principle, we find difficulty rising upon difficul­
ty, and mystery upon mystery, until the mind is 
lost in a wilderness of doubts and perplexi­
ties. While on the other hand, we find nothing 
hut what may easily be reconciled with our 
most common idea of the wisdom, justice and 
mercy of God. And surely, while examining 
a passage of doubtful interpretation, we ought 
to adopt that explanation, which best agrees 
with the scriptures at large, and with the 
knowledge which we have of the divine perfec­
tions.
liras, and thus only, did God harden t 
heart of Pharaoh, so that he would not let t 
people go. Concerning the opinion wh;ch I 
been so much contested, that. Pharaoh acted 
virtue of an eternal decree of God, we wot 
observe, in the words of another,* that “tin 
is nothing spoken here of the Egyptian king 
nor does any thing, in the whole of the sub; 
quent account, authorize us to believe, tl 
God hardened his heart against the influence 
his own grace, that he might occasion him so 
gin, that his justice might consign him to In 
This would be such an act of injustice, as 
could hardly attribute to the worst of men 
He who leads another into an offence, that 
may have a fairer pretence to punish him for 
or brings him into such circumstances, that 
cannot avoid committing a capital crime, e 
then hangs him for it, is surely the most e 
crable of mortals. What then should we mt 
of the God of justice and mercy, should we 
tribute to him a decree, the date ,f whicl
°St '2? ®lern‘ty, bv which he has determinec 
cut off from the possibility of salvation, millh 
of unborn soul,, and leave them under the 
cessity ot sinning, by actually hardening tl, 
hearts against the u.auenees of his utv.Tgr, 
and spirit, that he may, on the pretext ol I 
tice, consign them to endless perdition? \V| 
ever may be pretended in behalf of such 1 
qualified opinions, it must be evident to all v 
$re not deeply prejudiced, that neither the 
tice nor the sovereignty of God can b» magi 
•d by them.”
NEVER MAN SPAKE LIKE THIS MAN. 
Such was the testimony of persons who could 
not fora moment he suspected of partiality, and 
who would never have interred this eulogy if 
it had not been wrested from them by an ad­
miration, the expression of which they were ut 
terly unable to suppress.
“Never man spake like this man.” And so 
you would have said if you had heard him 
preach. Never mortal had such doctrines to 
deliver, and never mortal taught in so solemn 
and impressive, yet so tender and affectionate a 
manner. •
The philosophers of antiquity—they only 
skimmed the surface of things, they talked about 
the loveliness of virtue and the odiousness of 
vice; they speculated about the immortality of 
the soul and the life beyond the grave and 
professed to Iook forward with mingled hope 
and fear to an hereafter, concerning which none 
could speak with satisfaction or with certainty. 
A nil as for the scribes and pharisees, who sat in 
Moses’ seat, they only sophisticated and pollut 
eil the purity of his morality by their adding to 
the cumbrous mass of rites and ceremonies, by 
which his dispensation was distinguished, innu­
merable traditions and enactments of their own 
But this mao—he went at once to the spring of 
action in the human heart,he unfolded the foun­
dation of moral obligation in the bonds that 
bind the creature to the Creator. He taught 
the spirituality and purity and perfection of the 
law of God. He threw a strong and steady 
light upon the regions of futurit y, and surround 
ed his hearers with the dread transactions of the 
judgment day, and the enduring realities of the 
eternal world.
“Never man spake like this man.” So Nico- 
demus thought when in reply to his complimen­
tary address, he laid down the fundamental doc­
trine of Ins gospel, and said, “V ’lily, verily I 
say unto thee except a man he horn of water 
and of the spirit, he cannot eater into the king 
Join of God.” So Nathaniel thought, when 
easting at him his mild and piercing eye, he 
said, “Before that Philip called tliee, when 
thou wast under the fig tree, I saw tliee.” So 
Zaecheus thought when he climed up into the 
sycamore tree because Jesus was to pass that 
way; and he turned unto him and cried, “Z tc- 
clieits make haste, and co ue down, for today I 
must abide at thy house.” So Peter thought 
when he would have reproved his master; hut 
the Lord turned, and looked upon Peter, and 
said, “Get tliee behind me, Satan; thou art an 
offence unto me; thou savorest not of the things 
that he of God, hut those that he of man.” So 
the scribes and Pharisees thought when lie 
took off the mask of hypocrisy by which they 
sought to impose upon the people, and exhibit­
ed their character in all its true, odious, and 
disgusting colors, and thundered nut the ana 
thema, “Wo unto you Scribes and Pharisees, 
hypocrites! how can ye escape the damnation of 
heli!” So Pilate thought, when in reply to his 
question—half, perhaps in veneration, and half 
in scorn—“ Art thou a king?” he answered, 
“Thou sayest that I am a king!” Thou hast 
announced my true and proper dignity; I am a 
king; but my kingdom is not of this world. I 
lead no conquering armies to the battle, I press 
not for the thrones and palaces, through fields 
of carnage and seas of blood. To this end was 
I born, and fur this end came I into the world, 
that I should bear witness unto the truth.”
No matter where—nixmatter when—no mat­
ter what he said—whether in the temple, sur­
rounded by the doctors of the law, hearing and 
asking them questions, or whether on the deck 
of the vessel, surrounded by the fishermen of 
Gallilee; or whether in the towns and cities, 
and villages of Judea, healing the sick and rais­
ing the dead; or whether in the tribunal of Pi- 
i late, the object of contempt and scorn.
“Never man spake like this man.” There 
was a power and an authority, and an influence 
in all he said that none could gainsay or resist. 
The gabbling Scribes heard him and they were 
confounded. The haughty Pharisees heard him 
and they were abashed. The frantic demoniac 
heard him and was still. The diseased heard 
1 him, and he felt the impulses of health beat in 
all his veins. The dead heard him and broke 
i his silence and arose.
I “Never man spake like this man.” And yet 
; the power and authority with which lie spoke 
was not that which thrones and sceptres and ili-
I adeiris confer—it was not the power and author- 
I ity of racks, of gibbets, and dungeons—it was 
I not the power and authority of the princes and 
j potentates of this world, who send their conquer 
ing armies to enforce their commands, and hurl 
the thunders of their artilery against all who 
dare to resist their mandates. No: but it was 
the power of truth making its way to the con­
science—it was the power of God speaking to
mortals by his Son. [Dr. Raffles.
shrink as you approach.” The torrent rn.-hed ■ 
past without reply, hut soon having broken 
through its hanks it spread itself over the plain 
and converted the cultivated grounds into un­
sightly bogs and stagnant pools. 1 be stream on 
the contrary rejoicing in the verdure which it 
produced, flowed on, continually enlarging in 
bulk, until at last it joyfully united its pure wa­
ters with the ocean.
Moral. The quiet and unobtrusive efforts of 
piety are far mure useful and profitable, than 
tlie swelling and vain glorious efforts of those, 
who think more of their own glorification than 
the glory of God. The first are known by their 
verdant fruits, the latter by the slime they leave 
on every thing they touch.— Presbyterian.
From the Chronicle of the Church.
WORKS OF THE CHRISTIAN FATHERS.
Tire {^lou'ini* just tribute is jiaid to the character ot Z/re 
Christian Fathers, in the American Quarterly Jtevieiv, for 
September, 1836.
The works of the Christian Fathers, notwith­
standing the rubbish which encumbers them, 
are a rich storehouse of biblical, historical, and 
philosophical information, which may be turned 
to great account by the modern expositor.— 
Many of the Christian fathers were-men of deep 
anil comprehensive erudition, anil, from the age I 
in winch they lived, possessed many facilities 
for interpreting the sacred writings, which, ex­
cept as they have come down through . tlieir 
works, must lie lost to distant generations.— 
The knowledge of antiquity, of facts, and of 
opinions to which allusion is frequently made- 
in the inspired writings, was a great advantage 
to them in their labors of exposition. They 
were intimately acquainted with the original 
language of the New Testament; and could 
more easily take their standby the writers, ap­
preciate the peculiarities of their circumstances 
and condition, and enter into their sympathies, 
and the various local, national, and hereditary j 
views and feelings, which would naturally work 
themselves into their writings. Not a few ot 
them were indefatigable students of Holy Writ, j 
They applied themselves to the reading of the j 
scriptures with an intensity of thought and 
pious admiration of their contents, which it be­
comes us Io imitate. Such men as Origen, 
Chrysostom, (Jahn,J Jerome, Theodoret, and 
Augustine, bishop of Hippo, were no drones nr 
sciolists, in the work ut’ sacred criticism. It 
was their delight to investigate the meaning ot 
ilie spirit, as it was impressed upon the sacred 
pages; and though their warm imaginations and 
love of philosophy sometimes carried them in­
to the regions of chimera, where they sported, 
with their own fantastic creations, and regaled 
their spirits from other streams and amid other 
flowers, than bioom or flaw in the la id of the 
pure word of God, vet they cultivated the field 
of' sacred interpretation with an assiduity anil 
wisdom which could one fail to yield a rich and 
valued harvest of historical and doctrinal infor 
(nation. In the exposition of many recondite 
passages, they went below the surface, then 
sunk the shaft deep into tile sacred mine; and 
laid bare and dug up gold, which others may 
now gather and coin for modern use. file man 
of a keen eye and sound judgment may visit the 
land, wilderness thougli it be in some respects 
of the Christian fathers, to great profit, and re­
turn laden with riches of biblical information, 
which can no where else he found.—pp. 40, 41.
Faith is the eye of the soul. This eye, behold­
ing the sin of the soul in having pierced Christ, 
and Christ pardoning it’s sin, affects the hearts: 
whence the heart sends forth affecting sighs.— 
AH this is done when there is no tempest ot ter­
ror on the spirit, hut a sweet serenity of love and 
peace. See, therefore, O believer, how Satan 
misinforms tliee, when lie would persuade thee, 
that thou art not humbled enough, because thy 
sorrow is not attended with legal terrors.—Guil­
ts’A ll.
M I S S I O N A R ¥ .
A FABLE.
A mighty torrent sweeping along in its course 
and roaring tumultuously as it went, observed 
a placid stream moving along noiselessly within 
its hanks, and proudly rebuked it for its slug­
gishness. The stream modestly replied, “Oh 
mighty torrent I cannot boast of my impetuosi­
ty, but while I quietly pursue my way, my hanks 
are verdant and fruitful, and my waters are puie 
and limpid; you, on the contrary, break away 
. your embankments in your tumultuous career, 
vol t waters are turbid, and the tender plants
depart, the aga, (lord,) for so he is called by the | CHURCH OF ENGLAND TRACT SOCifi’fy 
people, made us the usual professions, and al­
together our leave was politely given. A man
TWENTY FOURTri REPORT.
State of the Funds.—The amount of § i 
of some influence and favor with the nga, in ! scrjptions anil donations during the Year is lRai 
vited us to his house, and tre.ited us with tea, and that for Tracts sold, 333/ lli.AJ
and gherhpt. 1 dll llOt kl'llW whilt CVli . . .
Printing nnd Issue of Tracts.—The total 
number of Tracts published during the vear H 
182 000—those issued, 140,621, being 124.116 
by sales as separate Tracts 3655 in bound Vol-
thing the Mohammedan council found to say of 
us after we left their presence, hut it is certain 
that the people are still in alarm, lest we should 
turn the world upside down. We have just 
been informed 'hat yesterday numbers went to 
this great Irgli priest ol the Persians, accusing 
us and desiring favor against us, and that one 
company, especially, begged permission “ to 
kill, slay, and cause to perish,” those accursed 
Frankees who were fill'ng all the true believers
uines, and 12,850 by Grants.
New Tracts.—The New Tracts published 
during the Year are Six of the Larger Se­
ries :—
Modern Popery Unmasked; or, some Ac­
count of two Meetings held in London on the
with terror. We certainly think it kind in tile j 20th of June and 11 tl, of July 1835; to prove
aga, that he gave these mad fellows a scolding, 
and sent them away to digest their fanatical and
what are the real Doctrines of the Church of 
Rome, as now held by the Roman-Catholic Bi-mu* j — i/i
bloody bigotry as they could. I feel that our ; shops and Priests at Ireland-—The Romanist 
situation is full of serious concerns, yel I some- j Unveiled; or Pop ry in its Native Deformity— 
times cannot suppress a pleasant smile in view j I aioclnal^ Incidents, No. I: I he Awful Ef» 
uf this great alarm which has fallen upon this • frets of bin, exemplified i n the Case of a Young 
ce of the arrival Woman—A Clergyman’s address to his Parish-seat of Satan, in consequence 
here of three poor missionaries with some sacred 
honks. There ready seems to be some encour­
agement when the devil is thrown into conster­
nation from so small a cause.
Our inquiries at this place are nearly conclud­
ed! My companions have resolved to return to 
Tabreez and deliberate with several other Ger­
man missionaries, who are expected to visit that 
city the ensuing autumn, respecting their mis­
sionary plans for Persia. The Basle Missionary
ioners on the Lord's Day — Some account ol the 
life and Martyrdom of the Veil. John Philpot, 
Archdeacon of Winchester—The Plausible 
Arguments of a Romish Priest answered from 
the Holy Scriptures, in a Dialogue with a Pro- 
testan t of the Church of England.
Tracts against Popery.—In the list of New 
Tracts here submitted, the Committee have to 
remark, with peculiar satisfaction, that most of 
them have a direct and striking reference to the
Society, under whose patronage all these mis- question of Popery. At the present period__
sionaries are, have resolved to prosecute and j when the Papacy is adapting her destructive 
extend their labors in Persia, so far as Prori-■ wj)es and her specious misrepresentations to the 
deuce opens the way. With all my heart I bid features of the times, when she is endeavour- 
them God speed, and pray that lie may open mg to gain ground, by withholding from sight 
before them a great and effectual door. Where her true character; a id by the help of the false 
I shall find a missionary home is to me unknown, liberality of the age is inducing unwary and un- 
lam about setting out for Shiraz, a solitary enlightened Protestants to believe that she is of 
wanderer, uncheered of earth, hut I trust not a mild and tolerant spirit, and that the points at 
forsaken of heaven. Providence permitting, I issue between them are of little or no moment 
shall pass the winter at S hiraz, which is said to —it is of peculiar importance to bring- out to 
abound with Sonfees, or freethinkers on the sub- view her true, her unchanged nature; and to 
jeet of religion. I hope to find greater tolera show, that though in the light of this day, she 
tion there than has fallen to our lot at Isfahan, dae nut speak nut, yet is she craftily seeking to 
If my life is spared till next spring, I shall pro- i beguile men’s minds, in order that she may add
bahly take another long journey, hut under pre 
sept circumstances, I cannot tel! what regions 
I may exolnre. Never was 1 in a situation to 
need more the prayers of my Christian friends, 
and the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.
From the (Boston.) Christian Watchman. 
LETTER FROM BURMA II.
The fo’lowing k-tt.-r fro n the Rev. Mr. M ileom, to the 
Rev. Mr. Warne, of Brookline, has been obligingly fur­
nished for our columns.
Maulmein, April 5, 1836.
It has pleased God to peimit me to 1 veto reach 
this heathen land, and enter upon my agency. 
0 that my wavs may please my divine Master, 
and that, committing my way to him, he may 
direct my steps !
to her numbers, and bring hack that state of 
things in her control over the minds and the 
bodies of men mav be again exercised to the 
most appaling extent. This the Tracts in 
question have abundantly made to appear; and 
tfie Committee trust that, under the Divine 
Blessing, it will not be in vain.—Land. Mission­
ary Register.
From the American Trait Magazine.
CALLS FOR TRACTS FROM THE NESTORI- 
ANS IN PERSIA
My Dear Bhotier,—Yours of October 30 
1835, came recently to hand. My heart leaps 
with joy as I contemplate the noble stand which
your Society is taking in the department of 
Foreign distribution. Your schedule of Ap- 
I am greatly disappointed in the character propnations for the current year is magnificent
a id condition of the Burmans, so far as the —certainly so,if compared with past efforts__
things of this world are com erned. Rdgiou.— and, in fact, it is in reality, though we pray, 
ly they are as I expected to find the n. Bur as hope and trust that indications ot Providence 
to comforts of life, civilization, anil social liappi- will require you speedily still to magnify tin’s 
ness, they are far superior to any conceptions I ; schedule both in the number and amount of its
appropriations many’ fold.
For your appropriations to our mission, allow
MAHOMMEDANS IN PERSIA.
Extract of a Letter from the Rev. Mr Merrick, dated 
at Teheran, ( Persia) June 2()lh 1836, and published ill the 
Missionary Herald for February.
Interview with the great Mohammedan Doctor. 
— It is now in place to speak of the great nius- 
sulman saint of Pe rsia, Hajee Seyed Mohani 
med Baklier, who is esteemed so much divine, 
that the people often collect the dust wlieie lie 
treads and mingling it with water, administer it 
to the sick as a precriptinn possessing iniracu 
lous powers. This man is not only a reputed 
saint, hut is also rich in this world's goods, which 
enables him to aid his religious influence with 
the hand of charity. While a company collect 
ed at his house were deliberating what should 
he done with such dangerous and infidel men 
as we were, intelligence was communicated to 
them that we ourselves wished to wait on this 
semi-prophet. Accordingly the next day a 
messenger was sent to conduct us to the pre­
sence of this man; whose house is a sanctuary 
from the laws of the kingdom. We waited some 
time h fore he appeared, in his unadorned au­
dience room, during which Mine about fifteen 
mollahs took their seats before us, and a crowd 
numbering about t vo hundred men, collected 
to witness the scene. At length the great man 
came, saluting us in a style of proud vivacity 
seeming already to exult in the victory he hail 
resolved to gain over us. Every thing wore the 
aspect of careful arrangement and deliberate 
purpose to bring us to the test of fierce discus­
sion on tile subject of religion, and the great 
man renewed his attacks, and persevered in his 
efforts to effect this object, with a pertinacity 
tar exceeding the bounds of civility. But we 
remained firm in our purpose not to utter a word 
of religious controversy. Had we met them ac­
cording to their wish, there is room to doubt if 
any of us would have survived to tell the story 
of the interview. We have no suspicions that 
this saint had a design against our lives; but had 
the passions of the crowd been excited, the con­
sequences would probably have been fatal.— 
Such, at least, is our opinion, judging from all 
we saw and had heard. You may perhaps sup­
pose that we felt alarm in such circumstances, 
hut I assure you that for myself I felt none, and 
I have reason to believe that the same was true 
of my companions. To me the scene was full 
of lively interest, and my mind glancing away 
to niy beloved friends in America, inquried, 
What w’ould they think and how would they 
feel, could they see us now? The interview last- 
1 ed about half «n hour ; and when we rose to
(mil formed. In this city six-sevenths ol'boih 
men and women, that one meets in the streets 
are dressed in silk, and that not a mere strip I me to tender to your Society my heart-felt obli- 
long enough to go round the waist, hut five nr gntion. Our operations in Persia, you are 
six yards, in a man’s garment, passed round the aware, are all incipient, ami as yet comparative- 
waist and over the shoulder and covering the ly limited; still your aid has already proved in­
entire person nearly to the ankles. In smaller I valohle to us, and successive appropriations will 
places, as with us, the people dre-s less expen- ' prove increasingly so, as our means for ibe pre- 
sively. I have now visited I avoy and Mergui, paration of Tracts shall he inultipliid and ma- 
and neither in those places or here, have seen tured. Our facilities for distribution are un- 
a beggar, or anv individual who seemed very 1 bounded. There is and will lie no limit to the 
poor, or any house which was remarkably inle- demand for religious Tracts among the Nesto- 
riortothe great bulk and average of dwellings. Haas, but our means to supply them. The 
They seem to the cursory glance of a stranger whole nation are hungering and thirsting for re- 
to possess in this fine country and climate every ligious books, and are as ready to receive them 
thing requisite to human comfort, ami to have , from us as at tile hands of their own bishops.— 
these co l'f 'rts distributed with vefv even hand. I In fact the Ecclesiastics, from the Patriarch 
Nothing but the horrid government un h r which 1 down to the obscurest Priest, are foremost in 
they have lived for ages, could, (speaking after their importunities that we circulate among
our maimer) have kept them from being a num­
erous and happy people. Under the equal ad­
ministration of justice they enjoy now, in these 
provinces, the people, I have on doubt, will 
multiply and greatly improve. The population 
at present, of all British Burundi south of Ran­
goon is but one hundred thousand. The popu­
lation of Arracan is 200 000, making only 300 -
them and their people Christian knowledge with 
all practicable dispatch, and at our own discrc- 
t ion.
But we have as yet no press, and our Tract 
operations can only he commensurate with the 
slow motion of the pen, until we have one, 
which we hope will he very soon.
We have at jiresent one translator and three
000 in the wdiole. The whole population of' copyists sustained by your binds and employed 
Burundi proper is reckoned by best informed J in the preparation ol Tracts in the Nestnrian 
EnglLlimen 1 have seen,at from 4 to 7 millions, dialect. The Tracts which we have hitherto 
O »e author reckons only three millions. But I ( prepared, and which we shall lor some time to 
am fully persuaded, from minute conversations > come prepare, consist entirely of selections of 
with E igli.Ji officers and others who have trav- ' Scripture copied from a translation in which I 
elled m the interior, in different spots that little am now engaged in making from the ancient 
dependence can he placed on any of the gener- | Svriac into the modern or Nestorian dialect.— 
al estimates, and am pretty confident that the ! We copy these portions of Scripture upon one
entire population is much underrated. side of large sheets of very thick p'aper, and
But allowing the inhabitants to he no more nu- 1 for the sake of durability paste coarse canvass 
merous than late estimates, this country pre-j on the hack, and for their better preservation 
sents a vast field. It contains nations nr tribes ' still, we attach loops at the top, by w hich they 
who extend into Thibet, China, and Siam: and may be suspended. Thus constructed, these 
who, if evangelized would at once carry the i Tracts form excellent and very convenient 
gospel far and while, over this whole region, ! reading lessons lor school, and most acceptable 
from the Bay of Bengal to the China sea, in- cards fur general distribution.
eluding the two peninsulas. We have made but j Thus are we at present disposing of the sa- 
a mere beginning. We have laborers among Bur j cred appropriatnns made by your society to our 
mans and Karens. In the latter language there Mission. The arrival of our press will enable 
are scarcely any hooks. 'There are in the coun- us immediately to multiply our operations; and 
try, in addition to these, not a few other nations as Tracts—these “leaves of the tree of lift',
or tribes for whom no one is lahoring.whose lan­
guage no missionary has acquired,and svlit have 
nu Christian books. I have learned this toucli-
shall wing their wav over the Province of 0<>r- 
iniall, and through the innumerable Nestorian 
villages and hamlets in the vallies and ravines 
ing fact from one and another, e-pecialiy Brit-j of the wild Kurdish mountains, and over the
isli officers. Some could tell me of one people 
and some of another where they had travelled 
with various particulars of the people. No one 
person that I have seen, had even heard of all 
these. My list already includes Slums (several 
different tribes and different lang uages) Katliees, 
Kantliees, Yaws, See longs, Kalis, Toungtlioos, 
Walls, Moys. Kayeiis nr Boo-as, Eccabat Ko­
las, Nagahs, Tswahs, Karen-nees, Tongns and 
Lenzens. All these need missionaries. All of 
them have languages of their own, and want 
Christian books. Some are Boodhists and some 
are not; hut all are groping their way down to
ruin. What scope for Christian enterprize!__
How zealous should Baptists be to cultivate a 
field assigned them by Providence, and left to 
them by their fellow saints!
1 expect in a few days to go into the jungle, 
among the Karens; and in six or eight weeks to 
proceed to Rangoon. I remain yours, &c.
Howard Malcom.
plains of the Mesopotamia still westward. «’e 
cannot doubt that wherever they shall fall 
will prove a “ healing for the nations.” 
when the Nestorian church — this vener^e 
church of Antioch, shall have aw; ikene^ fr°nl 
her slumber of centuries—shall have put o'1 ’ier 
beautiful garments and stand forth in the centre 
of Mahommedan dominion, “fair as the moon, 
clear as the sun, and terrible as an army «’lth 
banners," revived and regenerated by the spif’t 
of God, through Tract, and Bible, and missK’ii* 
ary instrumentality, and sending forth a noon 
of light and glory in every direction to illumme 
and save all Asia—then, we trust, the 1 ract 
contributions of American Christians for the 
benefit of our mission, will appear to have been 
made not in vain. 'That this blessed day may 
soon come is our prayer, the object of our toil, 
hope, and expectation.
Your brother in the labors of the Gospel,
Justin Perkins-
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clerical changes.
The Rev. Benjamin I. Haight has resigned the 
Rectorship of St. Paul’s Church. Cincinnati, and 
has been called to that of All Saints’ in the city of 
New-York, and has taken a letter dimissory to the 
Bishop of the Diocese of N. York.
Tlie Rev. Win. Granville, late Minister, by a 
limited call, of St. Paul's Church, Medina, has 
been elected Rector of the same.
Consecration.—On Thursday, Feb. 17, Grace 
Church, Berkshire, was consecrated to the worship 
and service of Almighty God by the Bishop of the 
Diocese. The sentence of consecration was read 
by the Rev. E. Burr; prayers were offered by the 
Rev. Mr. McElroy, and a serinem preached by the 
Bishop. The Church is a neat and convenient edi­
fice, and reflects great credit on the little flock that 
has reared it up under circumstances of great dis­
couragement. May they, as lively stones, be built 
up a spiritual house to offer up spiritual sacrifices 
acceptable to God by Jesus Christ. [Coni.
DIOCESE OF MICHIGAN.
Episcopal Acts by the Bishop of the Diocese.— 
In Trinity Church, Monroe, Sunday, Dec. 15th, 
ordained Mr. Charles Reighley (formerly an Inde­
pendent Minister) as a Deacon. Candidate pre­
sented by Rev. Mr. O’Brien, services read by Rev. 
Mr. Marks. In the same Church on the same day, 
confirmed 17; sermon by the Bishop.
On Sunday, the 29.h January, consecrated St. 
Peter’s Church, Tecumseh.—On the same day ad­
mitted to Priest’s orders the Rector, the Rev. 
G. W. Cole. Candidate presented by Rev. Mr. 
Marks, services read by Rev. Mr. O’Brien, sermon 
preached by the Bishop. [Com.
Prot. Episcopal Seminary, Alexandria, d. c. 
A Catalogue of this Institution has just been pub- i 
lished, from which it appears that there are con­
nected with the Seminary 29 Students ; viz. Se­
nior Class, 6—Middle Class, 12—Junior Class 11 
—Total 29. These Students are under the charge 
of the following instructors :—Rev. Ruel Keith, 
D. D., Professor of Systematic Theology and In­
structor of Pidpit Eloquence ; Rev. Edward R. 
Lippitt, A. M., Professor of Pastoral Theology ’ 
and Church Polity, and Instructor of Ecclesiastical 
History ; Rev. Joseph Packard, A. M., Professor 
of Biblical Literature.
Mistake Corrected.—In the American Biblical 
Repository for January, pp. 98, 99, Bishop Burnet 
is twice mentioned as the author of the “ Sacred 
Theory of the Earth.” This is a mistake. Tho­
mas Burnet, the real author of that singular pro­
duction, was a very different person from Bishop 
Burnet, although contemporary with him. Tho­
mas Burnet was never promoted in the Church be­
yond the situation of Chaplain in ordinary to King 
William ; whereas Gilbert Burnet was advanced 
by the influence of that monarch to the Bishopric 
of Sarum. The published works of Thomas Bur­
net are ingenious, hut in a great degree useless; 
the writings of Bishop Burnet, on the contrary, 
are of standard merit and permanent value, parti­
cularly in the departments of Theology and Eccle­
siastical History. Thomas Burnet would long ago 
have been forgotten,had it not been for his beauti­
fully written, though visionary book above mention­
ed. Bishop Burnet will continue to live for many 
years yet to come,in his “History of the Reforma­
tion in England —his “Lives of Bishop Bedell” 
and “ Sir Matthew Hale;”—his “Exposition of the 
Thirty Nine Articles,”—and his “History of his 
own Times.”
We should not have thought it worth while to 
notice this mistake, were it not for the respectabili­
ty of the source from which it proceeded.
The Rev.Calvin Colton has commenced preach­
ing regularly at the Lecture-room of the Lyceum 
in Broadway, New-York, with the view to the or­
ganization of a new parish in that city. The num­
ber of Episcopal clergymen residing in New-York 
is stated to be 46.
“Good and faithful” Simeon, we learn, breathed 
his last just as the last peal had tolled for one of 
a course of sermons which he bad undertaken to 
preach before the University. The sermons were 
all written and ready, so that being dead, he will 
yet speak in them also. Doubtless they will be 
published. They will have the special interest of 
being his last and his death-bed sermons. Mr. 
Cams who is preparing his Memoirs, was during 
the last few years his partner in all those peculiar 
labors of lova and parental kindness by which the 
venerable man was used to exert so happy an in­
fluence upon the youth of the University. No man 
in that great institution could more happily take 
the vacant place in that respec*.
A private letter from London, mentions that the 
Bishop of Loudon’s subscription list for the build­
ing of fifty new churches in the Aletropolis, now 
(mounts to upwards of £100,000 sterling.
ecclesiastical calendar for march.
5. 4th Sunday in Lent.
12, 5th Sunday in Lent.
19. 6th Sunday in Lent.—Palm Sunday.
20. Monday before Easter.
21. 1 uesday before Easter.
22. Wednesday before Easter.
23. Thursday before Easter.
24. Good Friday.
25. Easter Eve.—Annunciation of Virgin Mary.
26. Easter-Day.
27. Easter Monday.
28. Easter Tuesday.
For the Gambier Observer.
At a special meeting of the Theological Studems 
on Wednesday morning, February 22 !, 1837, Mr. 
Alfred B'ake in the chair, the following Preamble 
and Resolutions were unanimously adopted :—
Whereas it hath pleased Almighty God, in his 
wise Providence, to remove from His Church on 
earth our beloved brother and friend, the Rev. Nel­
son Elwood Spencer, Deacon in this Diocese and 
late Principal in the Senior Preparatory Depart­
ment of Kenyon College—
Resolved, That we assure the family and friends 
of our departed brother, of our sincere accordance 
with them in their feeling of mourning under this 
bereavement.
Resolved, That, as an expression of our regret 
for his removal, and as a token of our respect for 
his memory, we will wear crape on the left arm for 
the space of thirty days.
Resolved, That the President of this meeting 
communicate our condolence to the family and 
friends of the deceased, with a copy of these reso­
lutions.
Resolved, That these resolutions be inserted in 
the Gambier Observer.
By order of the meeting,
James Bonnar, Sec’y. 
Theological Seminary, Gambier.
For the Gambier Observer.
At a meeting of the Students of Kenyon Col­
lege and Grammar School, held in the College 
Chapel on the morning of Thursday, February 
23J, John Ufford was called to the chair, and S. G. 
Gassaway appointed Secretary.
The object of the meeting having been stated to 
be the expression of the sentiments of the students 
with regard to the death of the Rev. N. E. Spen­
cer, a committee consisting of Messrs. Wm. II. 
Moore, J. Howard and H. \V. Davis, were appoint­
ed to draw up and report resolutions expressive of 
the sense of the meeting. The Committee re­
ported the following resolutions, which after a few 
appropriate remarks by their chairman, were adopt­
ed.
Resolved, That by the death of the Rev. N. E. 
Spencer, the Institution has lost a valuable officer, 
the Church a promising minister and servant, and 
his friends an ardent and affectionate companion.
Resolved, That we tender our sincere condolence 
to his afflicted family, who have been bereaved of 
a devoted son and brother, while we would rejoice 
with them that lie died not as those who have no 
hope, but as one who looked for a happier home 
and unending bliss with his Saviour and his God.
Resolved, That in token of our regard and af­
fection for our deceased brother, the members of 
this institution will wear the usual badge of mourn* 
ing for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be 
transmitted by the Secretary to the parents of the 
deceased, and also be inserted in the Gambier Ob­
server.
The meeting then adjourned-
J. Ufford, Chairman.
S. G. Gassaway, Sec’y.
For tbe Gambier Observer,
LETTERS TO a YOUNG COMMUNICANT.—NO. IV.
The last letter furnished you wit h a brief account 
of the circumstances under which the Lord’s Sup­
per was instituted. The present is written with 
a view to call your attention to the figurative lan­
guage of the Bible. Much mischief has been caus­
ed by placing a wrong interpretation on passages 
whose meaning is sufficiently obvious. Thus in 
some instances where the thing spoken of is said 
positively to exist or to be. the right meaning, the 
common-sense interpretation ia that it only repre­
sents the thing or the object spoken of. We will 
mention a few instances in order to explain our 
meaning with more clearness. Thus in the inter­
pretation of tie dream of Pharoah, Joseph says“The 
seven good kine are seven years : and the seven 
good ears are seven years : the dream is one.”— 
Now is it not plain that this passage is not to be 
interpreted in a strictly literal sense7 and is it not 
equally [lain that the idea which Joseph intended 
to convey to the mind of the anxious king, was, 
that the seven good kine and the seven good ears 
are intended to represent the period of seven years? 
And again we find language similar to this in the 
book of Revelation— ‘And to her was granted 
that she should be.arrayed in fine linen, clean and 
white: for the fine linen ?s” (that is represents) 
“the righteousness of the saints.” We have in­
troduced these texts of Scripture to your notice 
previous to entering upon the inquiry in what sensfe 
the bread which we consecrate is the Saviour's body 
and the wine his blood. The expressions used in 
the appointment of divine ordinances are not always 
to be taken in their literal and unqualified sense. 
Thus we read in the book of Genesis with respect 
to circumcision—“this is my covenant,” while u is 
plain that the rite was only the sign or token of the 
covenant, which had already been made. Again 
the sacrifice of the Pascal Lamb as mentioned in 
Exodus xii. 11, is called the Lord’s passover, while 
it is evident that it was only a representation or 
visible pledge of the willingness of God to fulfil 
his promise. The children of Israel in fact were 
still in bondage to the Egyptians, and the feast is 
called the Passover because God had pledged to de­
liver his people from the visitation of the destroy­
ing angel who was that very night to pass over the 
land of Egypt. There are other instances of this 
way of stating circumstances and doctrines in the 
Bible. The manna with which the children of Is 
rael were fed in the wilderness is called spiritual 
meat. The rock which was smitten by the rod of 
Moses is called Christ, and the water is called spi 
ritual drink. And again in the Epistle to the Co­
rinthians as you have already seen, he is called
“Why stand ye gazing up into heaven,” said the angels 
to those who witnessed the Ascension. Let the survivors 
of our dear departed brother, address the same language 
to their own hearts, and then return, in meek submission 
to the appointment of their Heavenly Father, to the dis 
charge of daily duty, in the spirit of those who, thankful 
for the mercies of this present life, look through the merits 
of Christ Jesus, for a “better country.”
Died, on the 9th of January, 18.37,Jane A. Warner, ag­
ed 15 years: daughter of Jonathan and Abigail Warner 
of Medina, Medina county. She was baptized in infancy, 
confirmed by Right Kev. Bishop Mel Ivaine July 12th. 
183b, and joined the communion on the same day. She 
gave a hopeful testimony of the experience of religion at 
an early age, exemplified it in licr life, and was supported 
by it in her sickness and death. She gave to those around 
her in her departing moments, the assurance, that she was 
going from the Church militant, to join the Church trium­
phant.
In her life she was loved by all who knew her, and in her 
death is lamented by the Church, and her friends that sur­
vive her. ■
Medina, January 30th, 1837.
Died, on Board a steamboat, near Mobile, Alabama, on 
Tuesday, the 17th ult. the Rev. John Avery, D. D. for­
merly for many year; Rector of St, Raul’s Church,Eden­
ton, N. C. A letter from Mobile says, “he had been on a 
visit to that place the week preceding, and complained of a 
severec,.ld; little hope was entertained by his friends here 
for his recovery. So calm and tranquil were the last mo­
ments of this excellent man, that the p issenger who occu­
pied the berth in the same state room with him, was uncon­
scious of his death until he attempted to arouse him in the 
morning.
RELIGIOUS IN T E L LIG E N C E.
Clerical Changes.— The Rev. William Scull has ac­
cepted an invitation to become the officiating minister of 
the Episcopal Churches in Prince William county, Va.
l’he Rev. John Cole has resigned the charge of Abing­
don and Ware parishes, Gloucester county.
St. Philip's Church, Charleston, S. C-—l’he Rev. Abra­
ham Kaufman, who has been for some months officiating as 
temporary Assistant Minister, was, on the 31st December, 
duly elected the Assistant Minister: the Rev. Daniel Co. 
bia having resigned, in consequence of his ill state of health-
At an ordination held in St. Peter’s Church, Columbia, 
'Fenn. on Sunday, the 8th Jail., Mr. Robert, G. Hays 
was admitted to the holy order of Deacon, by the Rt. Rev. 
Bishop Oley. Morning prayers were read by the Rev. Dr. 
Weller,of Nashv.lle—the sermon preached by the Bishop, 
and the candidate presented by the Rev. Leonidas Polk 
the Rector of the Parish. The whole of the service was 
deeply interesting, and impressive. On the following day 
Mr. Hays took his departure for Wetutnptka, Ala. a mis­
sionary station of the Protestant Episcopal Church.— Ten­
nessee Democrat.
Theological Seminary, Lexington Ky. — The Trus­
tees of this Institution on the 27th of Decembar 1836 pass­
ed a resolution that the interest of the Seminary required 
the dissolution of the Faculty as then constituted. The 
following day, the Rector was restored to his Professorship 
of the Doetiines of Scripture and of the Duties of the 
Clergy and the offer was made to the Rev. Mr. Caswell, 
of his chair of Sacred Literature. On the 5th of January 
the Rev. Mr. Caswell announced his acceptance oftlieie- 
appointmeni, fixed Monday, the 9th of January, as the pe­
ril,J fur r-lltcrin- upon the dutiva of his office. But on the 
6th of January, this acceptance was withdrawn, leaving 
the chair vacant. On Thursday, January 26, 1837, the 
Rev. D. II. Deacon, was appointed to the Professorhip. 
and the Rev. A. T. Bledsoe, to that of the History and 
Polity of the Church. The officers of the Seminary are 
now therefore,
The Right Rev. B. B Smith, D. D. Rector,and Professor of 
the Doctrines of Scripture and of the Duties of the Clergy, 
'l’he Rev. D. H. Deacon, Professor (elect) of Sacred 
Literature,
The Rev. A. T. Bledsoe, Professor (elect) of the His­
tory and Polity of the Church.
Number of Students—seniors 6, Midtile Class 2, Pre­
paratory Class 2, Irregular 2, total 12.—Epis. Rec.
It would seem from the following article, copied from the 
Commercial Advertiser of New York, that the Episcopal 
Church is destined to suffer spoliation in Canada, as well 
as in this country, and in England.
Upper Canada. Although our time is abundantly em 
ployed by the events occurring from day to day, within 
the limits of the United States, yet we have not altogether 
passed over the important subjects which are occupying the 
attention of the Legislature of Upper Canada. The prin­
cipal of these are tin! “Clergy Reserves,” and the Welland 
Canal. We have to thank several members for copies of 
speeches, public documents. &c.
The Clergj’ Reserves constitute a large portion of the 
public lands, which have been, in Canada, as with us in the 
United States, a subject of much agitation. On the Iltli 
inst. a joint committee of both houses reported in favor o 
apportioning these lands among the following denomina. 
tions, for the promotion of moral and religious instruction 
—the Church of England; the British and Canadian Wes­
leyan Methodists; the Presbyterian Church in Canada iti 
connection with the Church of Scotland and the United 
Synod of Upper Canada; the Baptists, and Roman Cath- 
lics.
The committee recommend that not mote than tne 
hundred thousand acres of the lands be sold in any one 
year.
The latest accounts we have, render it very uncertain 
whether the parliament will sanction the Report. The. 
Guardian of the I8i.h says: —
“Some of tlie members are opposed to their appropriation 
to any other than educational purposes,—others, who are 
in favor of their appropriation to religious uses, are oppos­
ed to a division of them—others are willing to give them to 
the Protestant denominations, mentioned, hut will vote to 
exclude the Catholics—others, again, would extend the di­
vision still farther, and include all the sects in the province 
—a few are in favor of throwing the whole proceeds into a 
common fund, to he disposed of by the Legislature, from 
time to time, to assist such bodies of Christians as may pp. 
tition for aid in the erection of churches, etc., and some ad­
vocate their investment in the Crown. 11 ow a majority 
may decide we are unable to predict: hut we are satisfied 
that delay will only increase the difficulties with which the 
disposition of the question is already sufficiently encum­
bered.”
GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.
FOREIGN.
By the packet ship England, Capt. Waite, London pa­
pers have been received to the evening of Jan. 2d, and Li 
verpool to the 4th inclusive.
Another attempt has been made to assassinate the King 
of France, while proceeding in his carriage to the IIous- 
of Peers to deliver his address. Fortunately the attempt 
proved abortive. The assassin’s name is Meunier. He 
is the son of a carriage-maker, residing at La Villette, a
“ our passover,” 1 Cor. v. 7. These remarks will 
prepare us to consider some other figurative expres­
sions which occur in the New Testament. The 
first is the passage, “ I am the vine, ye are the 
branches;” as the branch draws sap and nourish­
ment from the root, so do Christians who are united 
to Christ by a living faith, draw grace and strength 
from him. And when we find the Saviour in the 
institution of the Lord's Supper in giving the bread 
to his disciples, using the words “ this is my body,” 
and in giving the cup, “this is my blood,” can there 
be aj^y difficulty in making the proper interpreta­
tion? Do we not see at once the idea which the 
Saviour intended to convey ? This bread which is 
thus broken represents my body which is to be 
bruised for the sins of mankind, and this wine which 
yon see in the cup is intended to represent my 
blood which is to be poured out to make an atone­
ment for your souls. And Jesus made this atone­
ment and offered himself for us as a lamb without 
blemish and without spot. “ Ye were not. redeem­
ed with corruptible things as silver and gold, but 
with the precious blood of Christ.” When, then, 
our minds are directed to the atoning sacrifice of 
Christ, let us thankfully remember the great humi­
liation of the Son of God. the immense price pai l 
for our redemption, ami the invaluable privilege of 
being made thesonsof God by adoption and grace. 
The administration of the Lord’s Supper calls to 
our minds subjects of unutterable importance.— 
Here our faith may be strengthened, our graces be 
invigorafed, ourlov? made to glow- with a brighter, 
steadier flame. . „Our Church in her admirable ser­
vice addressee til? most serious admonitions to the 
indiviffnalJ who come to receive the Lord’s Supper: 
and it. would be well if her members would read 
and meditate upon the solemn language of the com­
munion service.—“And above all things,”is thean- 
guage of the exhortation to the communicants, “ye 
must give most huniWe and hearty thanks to God 
the Father, the Son,.and the Holy Ghost, for the 
redemption of the world by the death and passion 
of our Saviour Christ, both God and man: who did 
humble himself, even to the death upon the cross 
for us miserable sinners, who lay in darkness and 
the shadow- of death ; that he might make us the 
children of God and exalt us to everlasting life.— 
And to the end that we should always remember 
the exceeding great love of our Master and only 
Saviour Jesus Christ, thus dying for us, and the 
innumerable benefits which by his precious blood- 
shedding he hath obtained for us, he hath institut­
ed and ordained holy mysteries, as pledges of his 
love, and for a continual remembrance ot his death, 
to our great and endless comfort.”
“ Fresh from tli’ atoning sacrifice 
The world’s Creator bleeding lies,
That man, his foe, by whom He bUd 
May take him for his daily bread.
0 agony of wavering thought
When sinners first so near are brought !
“ It is my Maker—dare I stay ?
My Saviour—dare I turn away ?”
When you come to the banquet which redeeming 
love hath furnished, forget not to make the inquiry 
whether you are clothed in the marriage garment 
required by God in holy Scripture? Whether you 
can say in the sight of angels and of God—
“ A broken heart, my God my King,
Is all the sacrifice 1 bring,
The God of grace will ne’er despise 
A broken heart for sacrifice.”
Veritas.
OB ITU Alt Y.
Died, in this place on the 23d ult. after an illness of sev. 
eral weeks, the Rev Nelson E. Spencer, Principal of the 
Senior Department of the Grammar School connected with 
Kenyon College, aged 25 years.
In recording this death, we record a mysterious provi­
dence. At the time Mr. S. became an officer of this In 
stitution, which was little more than a year ago, be was 
remarkable for the apparent vigour of bis constitution, and 
was regarded by bis colleagues and other friends as proba­
bly destined (or a much longer life than themselves. And 
how heartily did they wish that his life might be prolong­
ed to the utmost limit !—for they had everv reason to be­
lieve that the length of days, which seemed opening before 
him, would he faithfully devoted to the cause of Christ and 
man’s salvation, and that with no common talent and ener­
gy. B< fore his ordination at our last Convention, Mr. S. 
had evinced great activity and steady perseverance in every 
good word and work, and as soon as he appeared as a coin 
missioned servant of Jesus Christ, his friends were led to 
indulge yet fonder and brighter hopes of his usefulness to 
the Church. In the midst of his arduous dunes as an offi­
cer of the Institution, he found or made, time (we fear to 
the injury of his bodily health) to prepare himself for fre­
quent pulpit duty; and when he preached he was always 
heard with pleasure and profit even by the most mature and 
judicious Christians. He preached to do good. He was 
in doctrine uncorrupt, in his manner of bringing it for­
ward close and direct,and at the same time united with the 
holy and searching truths of the Gospel, much tenderness 
and persuasiveness of spirit. As an instructor and govei- 
nor of youth, Mr. S. possessed unusual qualifications.— 
Punctual in the observance of time, strict in the enforce­
ment of salutary law,thorough in instruction,he was highly 
esteemed alike by bis colleagues and his pupils. He pos­
sessed precisely that combination of kindness of manner’ 
discreetness of judgment and firmness of purpose, which, 
together with knowledge and aptness to teach,makes a man 
useful in the training up of youth; and bad it pleased God 
to prolong bis days and continue him in the station which 
be filled, much good must have resulted to the Institution 
and Society.
In this statement there is no exaggeration. The wri­
ter feels a deep anti mournful persuasion of its truth; and 
is constrained to repeat that to the eye of sense it is indeed 
mysterious that such a person should be cut off in the midst 
or beginning of bis years and usefulness. To the eye of 
sense, not to the eye of Faith. “God is his own interpre-
I ten,” and by bis word makes the dispensation “plain.” In 
regard to the work to be done in the world, we are, in a 
sense of high and solemn responsibility, agents; but We are 
also instruments, and as such, all our fitness and qualifica­
tion, nay our very selves- “are of God.” To tench this 
truth more effectually, God is often pleased to furnish bis 
servants with the best of gifts of mind and heart, to send 
them forth into the “fields ripe for the harvest,” and just 
as they are putting in the sickle to call them away from 
their “work of faith and labour of love.” Why should sur­
vivors mourn ? He that determines our lot, whatever, or 
wherever it may be, has only changed the scene of their 
enjoyment and the sphere of their activity. In a case like 
the one we are recording, where the person departing trust­
ed so entirely to the merits of the atonement, and threw 
himself without reserve on the mercy of God in Christ, 
there is the blessed consolation that to “depart,” however 
trying to others, >vas “far better” lor him. He is gone to 
serve the same God and Saviour, with untiring zeal be­
yond the reach of sin, sorrow and death, for ever and for­
ever.
suburb of Paris on the St. Denis road. His motive fht* 1 
attempting to take the life of the King, way it seenrs, to 
lid the world of one of the Orleans branch of the Bour­
bons, for which he says he had, while still a boy, conceived 
an implacable hatred.
The pistol which he made use of contained either two 
h ills, of which one was divided into two, „r else one hall 
cut into three. After entering the side window of the ear 
riage, a fragment of the hall went through the front win­
dow, immediately behind the coachman. Another frag­
ment entered the cushion, and was found there, not two 
inches from w here the Due (le Joinville was sitting. I lie 
lantern to the left of the coachman was also broken, whe­
ther by a third hall or a fragment, or whether by the one 
that traversed the front window, is not certain;
Republics by Spuin — The Madrid Gazette contains tlie fol­
lowing decree, acknowledging the Independence of the 
South American Republics:__
“ Isabella 11., by the grace of God,
“ 1 lie I ortes of the kingdom, authorize the Government
of her Majesty to conclude, notw ithstanding the 10th, 172d, 
and 173d articles-of the Constitution, promulgated at Ca­
diz in 1812, treaties of peace and amity with the new States 
of Spanish America, adapting as tliehisis tlie acknowledg­
ment of those States, the renunciation of all territorial 
rights and of all Sovereignty on the part of the ancient 
metropolis, without however, compromising the nationul 
honor and interests.
“Palace of the Cortes, 4th December, 1836.
(Signed) “A. Gonzalez, President.
‘ P. F. Baeza, ) „ ,“J. DE IIuelvas, 1 Secretaries.
‘■We order all the tribunals and civil authorities to at­
tend to the execution of the present provisions.
“I, the Queen Regent.
“Done at the Palace, 16th Dec, 1836.”
Great Snow Storm. — A snow storm of unprecedented se­
verity was experienced throughout England on ilit* 24th 
25ih and 26ih December. In some places the drifts were 
from 12 to 16 feet deep. Says the London Times of the 
28th,
“Tlie storm, though every where heavy, seemed to have 
been rather heavier to tlie South of the Metropolis than in 
the other directions, and lias laid a complete embargo on 
all news from abroad, and on almost all from the interior. 
Never before, with in our recollection, was the London mail 
stopped for a whole night at a few miles from London; and 
never before have we seen the intercourse between the 
Southern shires of England and the metropolis interrupt­
ed tor two w hole days. None of the regular coaches due 
on Monday from any part of the country had arrived dur­
ing the night. The Dover, Hastings, Brighton, Chester, 
Edinburgh, also the Liverpool and Leeds evening mails, 
had not reached London at 12 o’clock.
The papers record innumerable accidents and mishaps oc­
casioned by the storm.
l’he disasters to the shipping were very numerous, and 
many lives were lost. In the single port of Harwich elev­
en vessels were driven ashore.
St Peter’s church, erected about seven years since, at 
Eaton square, London, hasheen totally destroyed by fire.
'Fhe Town Council of Glasgow have refused to confer 
the freedom of the city on Sir Robert Peel, by a vote of 
12 to 19.
Population of Texas—The population of Texas, as giv­
en by FI M. Morfit, in his correspondence with the Sec­
retary of State is 50,000; of which 30.000 are Anglo- 
Americans from the United States, 3.5C0 native Mexicans 
of Spanish descent, 12,000 I ntlians. and 5,000 negroes.— 
File additional territory claimed since tlie declaration of 
independence will increase the population to 65,000.— 
Exclusive of the army of 2,200, there are 5,000 able hodit-d 
fanners, which in an emergency, would furnish 3,000 of 
their number.
Distressing Shipwreck—Loss of Eleven Lives and
§1,000,030 in property---- Fhe hark Suzaua, belonging to
Macao,/'China,) while on her passage to that place from 
Bomb-y was cast away on the Coast of Caulan, lat. 21 55, 
near the Cud of June last, in a gale, by which disaster eleven 
persons lost their lives, including Senlior I I. A. Leiria, of 
Macao. 1’lie cargo consisted of 1383 chests of opium, 200 
hales of cotton, iStc. and the loss of property is e ti nated at 
more than a mil io i of dollars. Tne Chinese living on the 
co ist where tlie Dark was wrecked, behaved in the most 
scandalous manner. It was io fact their eagerness to rob 
which occasioned the loss of so many lives. Having pass­
ed one end of a r q>e to the ship, while they retained the 
other, the unfortunate ship’s company committed lli.tn- 
sslves to it, and were their way successfully io land when 
suddenly the vjliiuis who held the rope, in order to ro et 
those who first landed, let go their hold, and the conse­
quence was, that eleven pers ins lost their lives. With the 
exception of Mr Leiria, tney were all natives of the East. 
File news of the disaster having reached Maci.O, a brig 
was sent on the 4th of August to endeavor to save some­
thing from the wreck__ Mercury.
DOMESTIC.
On the 8tb inst. the Senate of the United States pro­
ceeded to the election of Vice President, when It. M. 
Johnson, having received a majority of votes, was declared 
to he duly elected.
A message has been received by the Senate from the 
President, recommending the passage of an act am Ion iz­
ing reprisals, and the use of the naval force of the United 
States, by the Executive ngainst Mexico, to enforce certain 
claims, in the event of a refusal by the Mexican Govern­
ment to come to an amicable adjustment'of the matter in 
controversy, from another demand thereof made from on 
hoard of one of our vessels of war on the coast of Mexico.
The Military Court at Frederick, (Md.) have exhonor- 
aled Gen. Scott from all censure, anil decided that “ the 
failure of the campaign is attributable to causes over which 
he bad no control.”
Washington. Jan. 23. — Harry White convicted of being 
concerned in burning the Treasury building in March, 
1834, was yesterday sentenced by the Circuit Court to ten 
years imprisonment in the PenitentiarjNat. I t.
Grain Distilleries—A resolution which may lead tn im­
portant results, was adopted hv the N. Y. Senate on Mon­
day, directing the committee on maimfaotures to ascertain 
if practicable, the amount of grain consumed by the several 
distilleries in this State, and to inquire into Hit expediency 
of preventing by law the consumption, in this mode, of 
productions capable of being converte t into food for the 
use of man__ Mercury.
PROSPECTUS
OF THE
NEW YORK R E V I E W .
And Quarterly Church Journal.
The plan of this .publication embraces extended reviews 
of important works and discussions of important subjects in 
every department of literature and thinking, similar in form 
and manner to those which make up the contents of Quar­
terly Reviews generally.
It proposes, also, a brief analytical survey of the litera­
ry productions of every current quarter, with short critical 
indications of their character and value in their respectivede- 
partments.
It embraces, likewise, a register of the most impor­
tant events and facts in the literary and religious world, 
particularly in reference to the state and progress of Hie 
Church.
Fhe object of the work is to exhibit, as far as possible 
every thing most important to a just estimate of the charac­
ter of the times, and of the intellectual and moral move­
ments of society,to promote the interests of good literature, 
sound thinking, religion and Christian order. In its gen­
eral tone and spirit, it will be conformed to the principles of 
fhe Protestant Episcopal Cnurch. The conviction of the 
truth and importance of these principles, as they are held 
in the Unity of t e Church, maintained in a free and uu- 
eornprising, yet liberal, candid and conciliating spirit, will 
constitute the unity of the work.
Arrangements have been made to secure the aid of the 
b -t writers throughout the country; and no pains or ex­
pense will he spar, d to make this publication a work of the 
highest character.
Terms.—'Flic work will contain an average of 250 pag­
es to each number, and will be furnished to subscribers at 
Five dollars a year, payable on delivery of the first number 
Any person becoming responsible for six copies, shall re­
ceive the seventh copy.
All com:nunications on the business of the Review, to 
>e addressed to the publisher, George W. Holley, No. 8, 
\st'»r s Buildings, New York. Other communications to 
->e addressed to the Editor, care of George W. Holley.
Fhe first number wili he published in March next, and 
it is desired that the names of subscribers should be to 
the Publisher by the first of that month
New York, Jan, 1837
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THE SNOW FLAKE.
BY MIS1 GOULD.
“ Now if I fall, will it be my lot
To be cast in some lone and lowly spot—
To melt, and to sink unseen or forgot;
And there will my course be ended?
’Twasthus a feathery Snow Flake said,
As down through measureless space it strayed,
Or, as half in dalliance, half afraid,
It seemed in mid air suspended.
“ Oh 1 no,” said the Earth, “ thou shalt not lie, 
Neglected and lone on my lap to die,
Thou pure and delicate child of the sky !
For thou shalt be safe in my keeping.
But then 1 must give thee a lovelier form;
Thou’lt not be a part of the wintry storm—
But revive when the sun-beams are yellow and warm,
And the flowers from my bosom are peeping!
“ And then, thou shalt have thy choice, to be 
Restored in the lily that decks the lea—
In the jessamine bloom, the anemone,
Or aught of thy spotless whiteness : —
To melt, and be cast in a glittering bead,
With the pearls that the night scatters over tha mead, 
In the cup where the bee and the fire-fly feed,
Regaining thy dazzling brightness ;—
“TiAvake, and be raised from thy transient sleep, 
When Viola’s mild blue eye shall weep,
Ina tremulous tear, or, a diamond leaf,
In a drop from the unlocked fountain ;
Or, leading the valley, the meadow and heath,
The streamlet, the flowers, and all beneath,
To go and be wove in the silvery wreath
Eneirelibg the brow of the mountain !
Or, wouldst thou return to a home in the skies,
To shine in the Iris I’ll let thee arise,
And appear in the many and glorious dyes
A pencil of sunbeams blending!
But, true, fair thing, my name is Earth,
I’ll give thee a new, and venal birth,
When thou shalt recover thy primal worth,
And never regret descending !”
Then, I will drop,” said the trusting Flake,
“ But hear it in mind that the choice I make 
Is not in the flowers, nor the dew to awake,
Nor iu the mist that shall pass with the morning. 
For, things of thyself, they expire with thee ;
But those that are lent from on high, like me,— 
They rise, and will live from thy dust set free,
To the regions above returning.
“ If true to thy word, and just thou art,
Like the spirit that dwells in the holiest heart, 
Unsullied by thee, thou wilt let me depart,
And return to my native heaven.
For I would he placed in the beautiful how,
From time to time, thy sight to glow,
So thou mayest remember the Flake of Snow
By the promise ■which God hath given !”
JUVENILE
Abridged from the Amsterdam (N. Y ) Intel. 
THE POWER OF TRU TH.
BY NATHAN C. BROOKS.
“Before thy mystic altar, heavenly truth!
1 kneel in manhood, as I knelt in youth.”
“I am glad to notice the rapid improvement 
in your reading,” said a widow to her son, as 
the little boy closed the book in which he had 
just concluded his evening lesson; and she 
parted the golden ringlets of his hair anti kiss­
ed his fair forehead, while the eyes of the child 
brightened, and the smile of gratified pride 
and filial affection spread a sweet expression 
over his soft features. .
But there was another person present who 
shared in the pleasurable feelings of the mo­
ther—the grandfather of the child, who had 
returned from a foreign consulate, to spend 
the remnant of his days with his only daugh­
ter, and his praise served to deepen the blush 
that tinged the transparent cheek of the young 
scholar. “Yes! you read well, George!”said 
the old gentleman, “and if you will make the 
same progress in other studies, you will soon 
be fit for the counting-room of the merchant, 
or a clerkship in some of the offices of your 
country.”
“Grandfather,” replied the youth, “I try 
to improve in all my studies, but I like read­
ing better than any : for I learn many won­
derful things, and, then, I have to read to mo­
ther every evening, who always tells me some 
pretty moral or revolutionary story when 1 
have read my lesson well. But some months 
ago,” continued the boy, ‘mother received 
from one of the cities, the large picture which 
you see hanging over the mantel piece. She 
would not explain to me what the painting 
represented, but promised, as soon as I knew 
enough of the history of our country, to tell 
mea’beautiful story connected with the picture 
which would be upon truth, and a true story, 
too.
THE STORY.
“Well, my son, if your grandfather thinks 
you have sufficient knowledge of history, I 
will tell you the story which has been promis­
ed so long; and I am equally pleased that 
your grandfather is permitted to be present 
with us to hear it.
‘In the commencement of the differences 
between the American colonies and the pa­
rent country, many persons were disposed to 
advocate the cause of Great Britian.’
‘While the most of those who did so were 
actuated by a sordid interest, and the fear of 
the loss of property, there were some of gen­
erous feelings who maintained their allegiance 
iom integrity of principle and purity of mo­
tive. Of the latter class was a poor man of 
the western part of Massachusetts, who was 
>“ the habit of attending all the different 
meetings that grew out of the usurpations and 
iressions of England.oppn
‘At the same time that he did not attempt 
to justify the measures of the Parliament he 
endeavored, in his plain, rustic way, to pal­
liate them, and deprecated the active mea­
sures of the colonies as a subversion of all or
der, und the introduction of anarchy and con­
fusion. He was a simple hearted man, but 
eminent for integrity and a love of truth; so 
much so, that in his own neighborhood his 
word was considered as good as a bond; there­
fore, while his arguments against the resis­
tance o?the colonies were not permitted to 
weigh a feather in the scale of popular opin­
ion, his undoubted honesty of heart exempted 
him from the hatred which the ‘tones,’ as they 
were called at that time, so commonly excit­
ed; and from the exhibition of that hatred in 
the usual forms of forcible ablution and the 
coat of tar and feathers.
‘Affairs at length reached a crisis. The 
battles of Lexington and Concord roused the 
people to arms, and the Congress which as­
sembled at Watertown resolved to raise thir­
ty thousand troops; and the business of enlist­
ing and drafting was immediately commenc­
ed witli great vigor. There was, therefore 
no alternative left for the simple rustic of 
whom I have beeen speaking, but to take up 
arms against England contrary to his con­
science, or join the forces under Gen. Gage. 
He determined on the latter, and in so doing 
experienced all that bitterness which is inci­
dental to civil war, in leaving his wife and 
children unprovided for, and to the protection 
of those who necessarily became his enemies.
‘It was a beautiful evening in the early part 
of May. The labors of the day were over 
and the father had returned to enjoy the 
hours of rest with his little family, lie oc­
cupied his usual seat in the arbor by the door 
of his white-washed cottage. Before him 
were two children playing on the green grass 
plat—a third lay in a cradle, and beside it sat 
the mother, engaged in preparing the little 
articles ofdresss for another expected Visitant. 
How many were the pleasant images of past 
conjugal happiness and parental love that bu­
sy memory conjured up in the stillness of 
that soft evening hour ! But the very recol­
lection of them caused melancholy forebod­
ings to cast a gloom over the spirits—for they 
were now to be fore-gone for a time—perhaps 
forever.
‘The children were put to rest. The father 
kissed them affectionately as they lay smiling 
in slumber, unconscious of the bereavment 
they were about to sustain—embraced his dis­
consolate wife again, took up his musket, and 
aided by the shades of night, started for the 
British camp. As he pursued his way, the 
moon, that had been obscured, broke forth 
from the surrounding clouds, and, on turning 
to take a last look of bis dwelling, the lamp 
shone through the opened door in which his 
wife still stood to catch the last echo of his 
foot-steps. The light of heaven and of faith­
ful love he felt were united to cheer him on his 
journey.
‘On the evening of the following day, as 
he approached Boston, he fell in with the 
scouts of the American army then parading 
in the vicinity, and his answers not proving 
satisfactory, hewas captured and taken before 
the proper officers. He did not disguise his 
intention, but made known his determination 
of joining the royal army. He was accord­
ingly sent up in the country, and lodged in 
jail in one of the western town, to await his 
trial. The place was about thirty miles from 
his own home, and, as whatever of interest 
transpired was made known through the dif­
ferent committees of correspondence, the true 
character of the prisoner was soon learned.— 
'Flie piety, the undoubted honesty, of the pri­
soner, the affecting circumstances in which he 
had left his family, and the awe of punishing 
a man with death who had followed the dic­
tates of his conscience in what he believed to 
be his duty, all conspired to awaken intense 
interest in the breast of the sheriff, and he de­
termined upon giving him an opportunity to 
escape.
‘He accordingly observed to him one even­
ing, ‘These chains, I fear, will gall your an­
cles; I will therefore substitute smooth pieces 
of leather for the iron hand, but don’t you cut 
them off, and break out; for I will certainty 
catch you if you do.’ ‘You need not fear 
me,’ replied the prisoner, as a light smile pass­
ed over his features, and he bade the keeper 
good night. The sheriff retired to bed with 
a light heart, determining to take a nap in the 
morning of an extra length: but he was dis­
appointed, for the loud voice of the prisoner, 
chanting his morning psalm as usual, broke 
his slumber. The next night, on leaving the 
prisoner, he informed him that, there was 
something the matter with the key; and that 
unable to lock the door, he would tie it with 
a wpe on the outside.’ At the same time he 
charged him not think of escaping, as he had 
a very fleet horse, and could certainly over­
take him. As he walked away he muttered 
to himself, ‘the fellow is a fool if he does not 
understand that.’
‘Next morning the prison door was open: 
but on entering he found the prisoner as he 
had left him, a wind during the night hav­
ing blown open the door. The honest heart­
ed rustic considering himself in the hands of 
lawful authority, could not be temnted to 
break the obligations of that authority, hold­
ing as he did, the maxims which his Bible had 
taught him, that he who breaks the smallest 
law of order is guilty rtf a violation of princi­
ple which tends to subvert the whole. He 
then thanked the keeper for the kindness 
which he had shown him, and as he had 
given him opportunities of escape which he 
could not conscientiously use, he besought 
him for permission to go into the harvest fields 
by day, and earn broad for his suffering fami­
ly. The request was granted—the leather 
straps that bound on his chain were severed, 
and during the months of harvest andforsome 
time after, the prisoner went out daily to la- 
i- bor, and returned by night to lie locked up in 
1 his cell. ° 1
“One evening the keeper waited in vain for ! gard for the pui ity and holiness of truth which 
his return. The sun set—twilight set in, and ' the countryman had.”
then darkness—and yet he came not. He 
waited until a late hour in the night, and then boy, 
retired to sleep, assured and gratified that his story 
charge had fled. The next morning, on awak­
ing, he found the prisonerlying with his head 
pillowed upon the steps of the prison, where 
he had sunk down from fatigue. During the 
day and night the miserable man had been to 
visit his family: and in going and returning 
had travelled a distance of sixty miles.
“The time of his trial came, and the . sher­
iff made preparations to conduct him to 
Springfield, where he was to be tried for high 
treason before the council of Massachusetts? 
at that time the supreme executive of the 
state. The prisoner assured him that it was 
unnecessary to incur the trouble and expense 
of a journey in order to take him there, as he 
could go as well himself. His word was tak­
en without hesitancy; and he set out upon his 
melancholy journey, to present himself for 
trial and certain condemnation.
“As he proceeded onward, night overtook 
him in a large wood,and corning to a cross-road 
he was in doubt whither to direct his steps.—
Fatigued with walking, and lull of uncertain­
ty, he sank upon his kness and poured forth 
his soul in an agony of prayer, until he was »he virtuous 
aroused by the tramp or feet, and on looking 
up beheld a person on horseback beside him.
The stranger had heard his pious petitions, 
and with kind solicitude inquired into the na­
ture of his journey, and all the little particu­
lars of his history. He took him to his own 
home, and having entertained him for the 
night, sent him on to Springfield in care of a 
friend. The officer (for it was an officer of 
justice in whose care the stranger placed him) 
conducted him to Springfield, and the trial 
began.
“The country was then struggling against 
a sea of troubles, and compelled to restrain 
the agency of treason by prompt and condign 
punishment. The crime of the prisoner was 
substantiated by ample proof. He even ad­
mitted it himself, and was accordingly declar­
ed guilty. Before reading the sentence, how­
ever, the President put the question, whether 
a pardon should be granted.
“Scarcely had he ceased speaking when a 
member occupied the floor, and in that spirit 
which the temper of the times appeared to 
demand, portrayed in glowing language the 
aggressions of England, the unavailing sup­
plications and remonstrances of the colonies, 
the slaughter of their brethren in the streets 
of Lexington and Concord, and the confla­
gration of Charlestown by the vandal torch 
of the invaders. He then spoke of the Ameri­
cans. He spoke of the difficulties they had to 
encounter—of the power of the foe with whom 
they were grappling; and concluded by ex­
pressing a hope that not a member there 
would sacrifice the great interests of the coun­
try by granting impunity to the subtle and 
destructive agency of treason. Several speak­
ers expressed similar sentiments with equal 
warmth; and the unfortunate man ceased to 
indulge a hope. For himself, he dreaded not 
death: but in the yearnings of nature his 
heart trembled for his wife and children, and 
concern for them clouded his manly features 
with melancholy. He did not weep—he bent 
not his head, but stood erected and pale as 
monumental marble, while his thoughts, ab­
stracted from the things around him were with 
his family, and with that God who is the pro­
tector of the widow and the orphan.
“As the vote was about to be taken, the has­
ty tread of feet was heard, and Mr. Edwards 
a prominent member of the council, made 
his appearance. He desired the President to 
forbear for a moment, and having recovered 
breath, addressed the council in behalf of the 
prisoner. The condemned immediately re­
cognized the voice of the stranger who over­
took him in the woods—he heard him speak 
of himself, but, half unconscious, knew not 
what it was, nor to what it tended.
“The speaker drew a distinction between 
the treason that results from sordidness of in­
terest or unholy passions, and that uninten­
tional treason which is the result of a miscon­
ception of duty; and having in some measure 
justified a dissent from the verdict, he preced­
ed to give a detail of the private character of 
the prisoner,his scrupulous adherence to truth, 
his unexampled conductwhile inconfinement, 
his commg to trial unguarded, and he con­
cluded by saying that he believed thatit would 
be politic in the council to pardon the offence 
and that lie for his part must consider the sa­
crifice of a man of so much integrity and 
truth, as a stain not only upon the colonies, 
but upon human nature. Many a heart warm­
ed with sympathy and admiration as the char­
acter of the simple-hearted countryman was 
unfolded, and he was pardoned without a dis­
senting voice. As his word had been sacredly 
kept, tliey consented to consider him as a pri­
soner on parole, and permit him to return to 
his family.
“As the vote was reported, the acquitted, 
who had hitherto in the prospect of death re­
strained himself, gave vent to his feelings, and 
wept like a child : then turning to thank his 
deliverer, his eyes fell upon the pale bloodless 
features of his wife, who, unnoticed, had glid­
ed into court, and was standing behind him 
with her infant in her arms. As she hastened 
to meet him, the child fell from her embrace, 
and overpowered with joy, she sunk insensi­
ble at the feet of her husband.
“ 1 he good Mr. Edwards was so much in­
terested in the occurrence, that he had a 
painting executed of the jail, and a likeness 
of the countryman going forth with his sickle, 
from prison to daily toil. My story is now 
told; and may you, my son, learn, by the il­
lustration of its utility, to have the same re-
“ ! told you, grandfather,” said the little 
‘it would be a moral and revolutionary 
’ Then turning to his mother, he said, 
‘There are two things, mother, I should like 
to know. Did the countryman continue to 
take part with Great Britian, and was the lit­
tle child that fell killed.”
“No, my dear; the’colonies, on the fourth 
day of July in the following year, declared 
themselves free and independent, and then the 
hero of bur tale, clearly comprehending his 
duty to his country, and taking, up arms in its 
favor, rose to the rank of cajitain, and assisted 
in gaining several important battles, which, 
perhaps, he may some day relate to you him­
self, better than I can. The countryman, 
whose history I have given you in this story, 
is Richard Jackson, your grandfather; and 
the infant which fell from his wife’s arms, is 
your mother that speaks with you.’
The little boy kissed his mother and grand­
father by turns, and clapped his hands; and 
the tears of the three were mingled together 
in virtuous joy.
The hour of the night was advanced—they 
knelt down; and the hearts of the three gen­
erations united in thanksgiving to God. The 
il’ood old man had obtained the promise to 
be had reach a green old age 
and been permitted to see his children and 
children’s children treading in his own foot­
steps to honor and prosperity.
The critic and admirer of lovesick tales 
may sneer at our plain story; we will reply in 
the simple words of the youth, ‘what pleases 
me most of all, it is true, and nothing is real­
ly good which has not some truth in it.’
MISCELLANY.
From the Saturday Courier. 
SLATES IN FAMILIES.
A MOHAMMIDAM WIDD1NC IH
(Extract from the Journal of the Rev. My p .. 
dated at Oormiah, (Peisia) pubti.hed in the ilknE?” 
Herald for February.) Plenary
We reached home little before dark, and soon left a •’ 
to attend a Mohammedan wedding, to which we were in 
vited this morning. The bridegroom of this wedding
son of a khan high in rank, who resides quite near us__
We called at the door by which we have been accustomed 
to enter the khan’s dwelling, but we were informed that 
the house was tilled with Persian ladies, who hud assembled 
also to celebrate the wedding, and we were conducted to 
the house of the khan’s brother, the nex t door, where the 
gentlemen were assembled. Ladies among the Persians 
are not allowed to he present with the gentlemen on any 
public or social occasion. The guest-chamber to which 
we were conducted is a splendid room, fifty feet long and 
twenty-five feet wide, elegantly carpeted. Carpets and a 
fire-pan in winter are the only articles of furniture used by 
the nobility even, in Persia. Sitting upon the floor and 
eating with the lingers supercede the use of furniture. A 
row of Persian nobles sat shoulder to shoulder around this 
great room. At the head was Jenghair Khan, eldest soil 
of the governor of the province. As we entered, lie rose 
and beckoned us to come and take seats by himself at the 
head of the p ,rty. 1 bus seated, we had at one elbow thia 
son of the governor, a high mollah, a Kurdish pasha from 
the region of Mesopotamia, and khans and begs and so on. 
On the other side of us, sat a khan who commands the 
troops of this province, after him a younger son of the gov­
ernor, ai d again, klums, begs, muerzas, and so on,
Our entertainnent prepared and served in Oriental style, 
was rich, hut plain. The liquors could not have offended 
a temperance agent in America. 'The principal was sher­
bet which is sweetened water flavoured with an aromatic. 
The Mohammedans are the most temperate class in Per- 
sia.The Koran forbids the use of wine. At present, how­
ever intemperance is making terrible inroads, even among 
the Mohammedans (and principally, by foreign agency), 
as their reverence for religion is diminishing. Will Chris­
tendom present to Persians, as they abandon the system 
of their prophet, no better substitute than the most fearful 
of her vices?
But the fact of our, or any Christian, being admitted to 
the wedding of a Persian nobleman is so novel, that I may 
be permitted to enter a little more into detail respecting 
our entertainment. Soon after we were seated, a la Turk 
goulaub, rose-water, was passed around, and poured into the 
hands of each guest, with which he washed and scented 
his beard. Soon after water and napkins were carried 
around, that each might wash his hands in preparation for 
a meal. The Persians, like the Jews, “except they wash 
their hands oft, eat not.” Then came sherbet in cups, 
like tea, sprinkled over with a delicous mucilaginous seed. 
Next was brought the principal meal, the main article of 
which was/jt'/au, boiled rice, served lip with baked lamb and 
fowl. For plates we used the very thin, large bread cakes 
of the country; and for knives and forks our fingers. At 
the close of the meal water was passed around, and we 
attain washed our bauds. Conversation alt the while bad
Mechanicsburg, Dec. 26.—Every day brings , been lively but dignified.
new and satisfactory proofs of a growing in- ! Thu tw‘? ’"oU“hs now retjred’ ^oin a .se,'se «f Pru' . J » . i r • j i pnety, as it afterwards appeared, just as clergymen in
terest 111 family education, anti Ol united anti ; America are accustomed to retire before any recreations sa- 
successful efforts between families and schools, j voring of levity are introduced. We also rose to re I ire 
ill the great work of training up children for wllb the "'hjhaminedan ecclesiastics; but the sou of the gor.
Pl 1 4 1 -r- I 11 • ernor, the ruler of the feast, importuned us to remain ausefulness and respectability here, and bappi- littIe longer. and tJ gratif-. ,/is vy^)cs ;ind ainuse our CIiri.
ness hereafter.
One circumstance bolding an important re­
lation to this subject, appears to be so com­
mon and so interesting in its results in the 
early development of the juvenile and even
osity we remained. Soon music and dancing were intro­
duced. The musicians were three in number, two using 
tamhorins, and one a rude violin. 'They played plaintive 
oriental airs, and accompanied their instruments with their 
voices. Tlitie was only a single dancer, but he a very 
nimble one, now whirling upon his heels, with the velocity 
. - ., . - , , '-ii i j of a top, and anon leaping all over the room, and assuming
llllantlle milld, as to be paiticularly WOlthy ot the most eccentric grimaces and attitudes. This dancer is 
a Lesghce by nation,from the southeastern corner of Mount 
Caucasus. Numbers of this nation have from time imme­
morial strolled in these countries in the capacity of mins­
trels. The music and dancing continued ubout half an 
hour, and we retired.
At this wedding, the main zest of an American wedding
was wanting—viz: the presence of the married pair__
Among the Persians the nuptials are performed in private,
notice—I mean the use of slates in families.
Some of the most common articles of furni­
ture, in families in this part of the country, 
are slates in the hands of children, which ibey 
use with great successs in various ways, espe­
cially in drawing geometrical diagrams, ex­
hibited O11 a sheet placed upon the Wall before b.v l|ie mullahs at the mosques. Our ehtertaimnent, how-
tliem. Children five or six years of age learn 
in a short time to draw triangles, squares, ob 
lon<rs, rhomboids
was grand and imposing, and vividly reminded me 
the parables of our Saviour, which represent the king­
dom of heaven under the figure of an eastern noble making 
for his son...........................pentagons, hexagons, and j “a 'Parriage f°r i  s il. ” As Christian missionaries, too, 
.ip ..i 1 • • ' : we rejoice that the Lord gives ns such favor in the eves ofmany other figures, with a surprising accura- ; thcseJAlol)aminedans, as% ,)e admitted to their highest 
cy, UlHl that, too5 when they might Otherwise; circles, and to sit sociably with their highest tnollahs.— 
be engaged in contending for some conflicting Oul' h<’Pe An.tl Player is, that these teachers of the false 
• . S p,i • -i ° prophet’s religion may ere long rejoice to receive from curinterest,or trying the patience of their mothers ,'ipsptlie glad t>dings oj the tr,£ Jlyation.
by their requests for some instrument, or some 
employment, which would endanger their safe­
ty or the convenience of the parent.
From what I have witnessed as the results 
of these simple instruments,viz. a slate, pencil, 
and sheets of diagrams, as simple and cheap 
as they are, I am inclined to believe they will 
afford more employment, amusement and in­
struction at the same time, than many dollars Gicd with it its own recompense, 
expended for other modes of improvement.— I 
1 have witnessed many children, who after be- •
ing furnished fora few months with these arti- ’ o s j
cles, could not only draw geometrical figures 
with great accuracy, hut had made considera-
Bishop Ilel-cr not only discountenanced every tendency 
to i! -natured remarks, hut had always a kind and charita­
ble construction to put on actions which might, perhaps, 
more readily admit of a different meaning; and when the 
misconduct of others allowed of no defence, be would 
leave judgment to that Bi ng who alone “kiioneth wfiat is 
in the heart of man. ’ He bad so much pleasure in con­
ferring kindness, that he often declared it was an exceed­
ing indulgence of God to promise a reward for what car-
For Sale,
The new, neat and convenient Frame 
Cottage, situated on the south side of Brook- 
vn-street, Gambier. The house was built in 
he best manner by Messrs. Fuller & Patch,
ble piOgreSS i'll penmanship, <U iliimetic, find under the superintendence of the subscriber, is 38 feet front 
several other branches of useful knowledge, by 32 feet deep, with a piazza ill the rear. There are 8 
and all hv the way of amusement. rooms, 4 on each floor, and a had running through the cen-
TPT- rii i iiz» r tre, ls "’en furnished with convenient Pantries and Closets,11 1 were asked what step I would first take and bas a good cellar 32 feet by 16. 'The P,odours arc
in a general system ol improvement in schools 
and families throughout the country, I should 
answer, furnish every child with a slate, pencil 
and sheet of diagrams, and an opportunity of 
using them both at home and at school. By 
these instruments the mind and hand are at 
once called into exercise, by which they com­
mence in a course of improvement which is 1 
confined to no subject of knowledge, find to 
no period of life—it finally embraces the 
whole circle of useful knowledge, and all stages , 
of one’s progress to another world. .
A Traveller. ;
Public Libraries.—The number of volumes in the col- j 
lege libraries of the United States is about 300,000; in 
students libraries 120,000; iu tha libraries of theological . 
seminaries 80,000; in othci public libraries 300,000- To- , 
tai number of volumes, 800,000. The Philadelphia li- . 
brary has 44,000 volumes; the Harvard University has j 
42,000; the Boston Anthenaeutn nearly 30,000: the New 
York city, 25,000. 'The best theological library in the 
United States is that of the Andovor Theological Semina- 
ry, containing 13,000 volumes. A well selected and very 
valuable library has just been purchased in Europe by Pro- j 
fessor Stowe for Lane Seminary. Some of our libraries ! 
contain numerous pamphlets, maps etc. 6 Harvard univer- ! 
sity has a collection of 10,000 maps, charts and views.— 
There is a great deficient^of systematic and scientific cata- ; 
logues of the books in the American libraiies. This defi- ; 
ciency has been supplied at Cambridge, and it is about to j 
beat Andover, and at the library of the American Antiqua­
rian Society at Worcester. Mr. 'Taylor’s catalogue of the 
Andover library, nearly ready for the press, is very clabo- I 
rately prepared.
Colleges___The number oforganized colleges in the United
States is between eightyand ninety. About seven or eight are 
under the direction of the baptists; seven of tiie episcopa­
lians: seven of the methodists; six of the roman catholics; 
one of the univcrsalists, and the remainder, (about sixty,) 
of the congregiitionalists and prcsbyftriar.s. Thirteen 
containing about 2600 students, are in New England: 
nineteen, with 2000 students in the four Middle States- 
twenty-one. with 2000 students, in the seven southern and 
<outb western States and the District of Columbia; and,
thirty, with about 2300 students in the remaining states__
Yale College has the largest number of students; Amherst 
and Union are^bout equal in numbers; and Harvard un­
iversity is the fourth. The students mentioned in some oi 
the southern and western colleges include those in the pre­
paratory departments— I he number of law-schools in the 
United States is eight, with 214 students; medical schools 
twenty-three, with 133 professors and 2100 students; the­
ological Seminaries about thirtv-five with 80 profetsors and 
1400 students.—American Qari. Tfrpas.
finished in the best styde, with folding doors, and the doors 
throughout are trimmed with American Locks. The house 
is in all respects one of the neatest and most convenient in 
the country. There is also a good Stable 24 by 40' feet 
and a wood house on the lot.
Possession given oil the 1st of May next.
January 4th. M. WHITE.
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